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This thesis establishes the feasibility and validity of using digital surveys to collect 
population-based data. Subsequently, the thesis reports on the utilisation of a digital 
questionnaire determine the prevalence of patellofemoral pain (PFP) at mass-
participant running events within the UK.  
 
In Chapter 2, to determine the feasibility creating a digital Survey instrument for 
Natural history, Aetiology and Prevalence of Patellofemoral pain Studies (SNAPPS) 
questionnaire, a systematic review comparing the response rate and completeness 
of digital and paper-based epidemiological surveys was conducted. The review 
found paper-based surveys to have a slightly higher response rate than digital 
surveys. As digital surveys offer several other benefits including lower costs per 
response, ease of data collection and automation of results coding, a pragmatic and 
practical approach was taken and, the paper version of the SNAPPS questionnaire 
was converted to a digital online version.  
 
In Chapter 3, eSNAPPS was developed and then validated against the original 
paper SNAPPS. Results showed that eSNAPPS was equivalent to paper SNAPPS 
and was valid against the paper version in determining the presence of PFP. 
Subsequently, in Chapter 4, eSNAPPS was utilised to evaluate the prevalence of 
PFP in individuals from the general population who attended mass-participation 
events in the UK. In this chapter, a cross-sectional study was conducted. There were 
over 1,080 responses, and with no missing data within the returned surveys. 
Furthermore, from the largest study in the UK and second largest in the world, the 
prevalence of PFP of those within the community attending mass-participant events 
was 17.4%. The results in this chapter highlighted that it was feasible to collect 
population-based data using eSNAPPS and that the adaptation of SNAPPS 
questionnaire has a positive outcome on the quality of data whilst also minimising 
the logistical demand surrounding data entry and data management.  
 
The findings from this thesis confirm the role that digital surveys can play in data 
collections for large scale epidemiology studies and the role of eSNAPPS in 
establishing the prevalence of PFP in the general population. 
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Within the UK, approximately 30% of the population  (17.8 million people) live with 
a musculoskeletal condition (GBD collaborators, 2017). The knee is the second 
most prevalent site for musculoskeletal pain (Urwin et al., 1998; Peat et al., 2001) 
and patellofemoral pain (PFP) is considered to be the most commonly presented 
form of knee pain affecting young adults, adolescents, and physically active 
populations (Luhmann et al., 2008; Taunton et al., 2002; Kannus et al., 1987; 
Devereaux and Lachmann, 1984; Stanitski, 1994). Despite this, the prevalence of 
PFP has not been adequately evaluated (Callaghan and Selfe, 2007).This thesis 
explores the development, validation and utilisation of a digital version of a tool that 
identifies those with PFP in the general population. Within this chapter, the need for 
establishing the epidemiology of PFP and the justification for the use of digital 
surveys to do this, was discussed.  
 
1.2 Patellofemoral Pain 
 
PFP affects young adults, adolescents, and physically active populations, and is 
defined as self-reported pain in and around the kneecap aggravated by activities 
that load the joint such as squatting, jumping or descending down the stairs 
(Crossley et al., 2016). The long-term burden from PFP on individuals and society 
is much greater than traditionally thought, posing a significant clinical, financial and 
healthcare burden (Peat et al., 2001; Urwin et al., 1998; Webb et al., 2004). PFP 
has been associated with lower quality-of-life, higher body mass indices (BMI), 
higher than expected levels of disability and psychological morbidity (Coburn et al., 
2018; Wride and Bannigan, 2019). There is an increasing evidence that PFP is a 
potential precursor of degenerative joint changes and may ultimately lead to 
patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis (PFOA) in later life (Crossley, 2014; Thomas et al., 
2010; Utting et al., 2005; Wyndow et al., 2016). Further, the long-term outcome for 
those with PFP is poor, as only a third of patients are pain-free a year post diagnosis 
and more than 90% suffer pain at a minimum follow-up period of 4 years after 
diagnosis (Stathopulu and Baildam, 2003; Smith et al., 2018a). This has significant 
public health implications as PFP is a potential ‘barrier’ to physical activity 
(Doménech et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2018a ), and it is already well documented that 
physical inactivity increases the risk of non-communicable diseases, with 
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subsequent large costs to individuals and society (Lee et al., 2012; Allender et al., 
2007; Sari, 2009). 
 
1.2.1 Prevalence of patellofemoral pain 
 
Determining the prevalence estimates of PFP is vital for gaining an understanding 
of the number of people with this condition at a given point in time within the 
population (Rothman et al., 2008). This will not only be useful information for 
researchers who study PFP, and funders who finance the study of PFP, but will also 
provide evidence for public health practitioners, policymakers and other 
stakeholders who may wish to undertake interventions to mitigate the burden 
associated with PFP. 
 
Despite the significant individual and state-level burden, the prevalence and 
incidence of PFP in the general population have not been adequately evaluated 
(Callaghan and Selfe, 2007); it has been twelve years since Callaghan and Selfes’ 
(2007) review, in that time, not much has changed. One reason for the lack of 
prevalence or incidence data for PFP is that paucity of high-quality measuring 
instruments to identify those with PFP from those without PFP in the general 
population. Due to the associated costs and inconvenience to participants, the gold-
standard, which is clinical assessment as PFP is diagnosed through a process of 
eliminating other knee conditions, is not an ideal method for determining the 
prevalence of PFP. Therefore, to overcome this challenge, Dey et al. (2016) 
developed a discriminatory self-report paper-based questionnaire with high 
sensitivity, specificity and test-retest reliability scores, that identified those with PFP 
in the general population (SNAPPS - Survey instrument for Natural history, 
Aetiology and Prevalence of Patellofemoral pain Studies). To date, there have been 
three peer-reviewed studies and one conference abstract utilising the SNAPPS 
questionnaire. At a science festival in the UK, testing the SNAPPS questionnaire, 
Dey et al (2016) surveyed 111 individuals who comprised of university staff and 
members of the public. Within this group they found the prevalence of PFP to be 
23%. In a population of 203 amateur runners in Nigeria, Akodu and Nwakalor  (2018) 
utilised the SNAPPS survey, they’ve reported the annual prevalence of PFP to be 
45%. Using a digital version of the SNAPPS tool, Xu et al. (2018) surveyed 1,153 
individuals from the general Chinese population, reporting the annual prevalence of 
PFP to be  21%. Similarly, in a study that is currently under peer-review, Thorpe, 
Dey and Earl-Boehm (2019) have also utilised a digital version of SNAPPS on 513 
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individuals from an online community in Wisconsin, USA; they have determined the 
prevalence of PFP to be 27%. 
 
1.2.2 Distinguishing between Knee pain and PFP prevalence 
 
After back pain, the knee is the second most prevalent site for musculoskeletal pain 
(Urwin et al., 1998; Peat et al., 2001). Knee pain affects an estimated 15-32% of 
young adolescents (Mølgaard et al., 2011; Rathleff et al., 2013; Michaleff et al., 
2017; Saes and Soares, 2017) and 25-37% of adults (Blacketer et al., 2019; Ibeachu 
et al., 2019; Kshetri et al., 2018; Dey et al., 2016; Chia et al., 2016). The prevalence 
of knee pain is reported to be much higher in populations with high physical activity, 
for example, 47% of ultramarathon runners and 50% of amateur runners report 
having knee pain (Kelly et al., 2012; Akodu and Nwakalor, 2018). Prevalence 
estimates of knee pain have also been reported to vary in populations across 
different ecological landscapes and ethnicities (Kshetri et al., 2018; Chia et al., 
2016). Kshetri et al. (2018) conducted an epidemiological study to determine the 
prevalence of knee pain in populations who inhabit distinct geographical variations 
associated with altitude within a single region in Nepal, this study determined the 
overall prevalence to be 22%. While another study estimating the prevalence of 
knee pain among three major ethnic groups in Malaysia, found 32% of Indians, 24% 
of Chinese and 15% of Malays to have knee pain (Chia et al., 2016). These 
differences illustrate the impact different populations and landscape settings can 
have on the prevalence and other epidemiological estimates of knee pain 
 
As the term knee pain encompasses various knee disorders, it is important to 
differentiate between them. These conditions differ in their aetiology, natural history, 
mechanism of injury, risk factors and protocols for treatment and management. For 
example, anterior cruciate ligaments and patellofemoral osteoarthritis come under 
knee pain, however, the populations they effect, and their diagnosis and 
management vary greatly. Therefore, differentiating between different types of knee 
pain aids in the understanding of that knee condition, this is vital for establishing its’ 
prevention and management strategies. Very few studies have differentiated the 
prevalence of PFP from general knee pain within the community (Dey et al., 2016; 
Xu et al., 2018; Akodu and Nwakalor, 2018). 
 
A previous study has estimated knee injury incidence in UK novice and recreational 
runners to be 22%, however, this study did not distinguish PFP from other soft tissue 
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knee injuries (Linton and Valentin, 2018). Understanding the prevalence of this 
condition within the community is vital as PFP may lead to inactivity, and is 
considered as a potential precursor of degenerative joint changes and may 
ultimately lead to patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis (PFOA) in later life (Crossley, 
2014; Thomas et al., 2010; Utting et al., 2005; Wyndow et al., 2016). In order to 
mitigate the potential risks associated with PFP and potential long-term implications, 
this includes PFOA, high BMI and inactivity, there needs to be better evidence on 
the epidemiology of PFP in groups of the community. Furthermore, understanding 
the prevalence of PFP is a vital step towards managing the burden of this condition 
within society; doing so will form the basis for public health campaigns and will aid 
in the allocation of healthcare resource and research funding for PFP.  
 
1.3 Large population-based research 
 
Within epidemiological research, the objective is to understand the occurrence and 
characteristics of a particular health outcome within a specific population (Rothman 
et al., 2008). In order to achieve this, recruitment of a large representative sample 
of the population, and use of self-report questionnaires to measure participant 
characteristics and the health outcome of interest, is advised (Rothman et al., 2008). 
Providing that the sample is representative of the study population, a large sample 
size is important when interpreting findings as small sample size leads to low 
statistical power, with a reduced chance of detecting a true effect, and a greater 
margin of error that restricts the generalisability of any results. Therefore, the sample 
size should be large enough to allow for the outcome of interest to be estimated with 
precision (Hackshaw, 2008). This has not always been the case; traditionally, prior 
to the adoption of power calculation, studies were conducted conveniently with 
(what now seems to be) very small sample sizes. This is greatly demonstrated by 
Bland (2009), where he reports varying sample sizes of studies published within two 
major medical journals, three and a half decades apart. In September 1972, The 
Lancet had 31 studies with a median sample size of 33 (quartiles 12 and 85) and 
The BMJ had 37 with a median sample size 37 (quartiles 12 and 158). Whereas in 
September 2007, The Lancet had 14 studies with a median sample size of 3,116 
(quartiles 1246 and 5,584) and The BMJ had 12 studies with a median sample size 
of 3,104 (quartiles 236 and 23,351). The introduction of power calculation has 
pushed researchers to think about sample sizes and their subsequent impact on 
study precision, further propelling them to conduct studies with large enough sample 
size that provide much more useful information. 
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1.4 Paper and Digital surveys  
 
Some of the first documented paper-based surveys date back to the 18th century, 
with the United States of America with the first national census being held in 1790 
(Gauthier, 2002), in addition to this , the Statistical Society of London first pioneered 
questionnaire research methodology in 1838. As expected, paper-based surveys 
have been around much longer than digital surveys, and have been better adopted 
by researchers and supported by research evidence, more than digital surveys, 
which developed as a method of choice for data collection for researchers in the late 
1980s and early 1990s (Schonlau et al., 2002). As such, paper-based surveys have 
been widely adopted by researchers and supported by a large research evidence 
base, far more than digital surveys. 
 
Over the past few decades, due to their rapid evolution and omnipresence, there 
has been an upsurge in the use of web-based communications. The internet has 
become a widespread information infrastructure that has reduced the distance and 
time between people revolutionising the way in which people communicate and 
process information (Friedman, 2006). Recently, epidemiologists have adopted the 
internet as a platform for survey data collection, with a number of successful 
examples of digital surveys used to collect large-scale population-based data. Such 
examples include the Medication Use in Pregnancy cross-sectional study across 
Europe and South America and Australia (sample size of 9,459) (Lupattelli et al., 
2014); the Occupational and Environmental Health Prospective Cohort Study in the 
Netherlands (sample size of 14,829) (Slottje et al., 2014); and the Nurses and 
Midwives e-Cohort Study in Australia and New Zealand (sample size of 290,000)  
(Turner et al., 2008). 
 
1.4.1 Advantages of digital surveys  
 
Digital surveys have a number of advantages over more traditional methods of data 
collection, which may make them a preferable platform for gathering population-
based data in epidemiological studies (Van Gelder et al., 2010; Ekman and Litton, 
2007; Wright, 2005). In terms of survey distribution and completion, digital surveys 
have a quick turnaround (Kroth et al., 2009; Akl et al., 2005). When collecting from 
a large population cohort or collecting large volumes of data, digital surveys are 
cost-effective as the costs associated with printing, distribution, data scoring and 
data entry of survey responses are avoided (Ebert et al., 2018). Digital surveys have 
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been shown to reach populations that are geographically dispersed, difficult to reach 
and/or whose data may be sensitive. Examples include drug users (Duncan et al., 
2003) and those in the lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) communities 
(Mathy et al., 2002). 
 
1.4.2 Disadvantages of digital surveys 
 
Conversely, digital surveys have their own set of risks (Dillman, 2011). Due to the 
digital divide, digital surveys have a potential for selection bias (Brodie et al., 2000). 
The digital divide is a term used to describe the dichotomy between those who have 
access and knowledge of information technologies, such as the internet, (the 
“haves”) from those who do not (the “have nots”). The “have nots” make up a 
significant portion of the population, this includes those in rural settings, those with 
low socioeconomic status, the elderly and the computer-illiterate (Chang et al., 
2018). According to a report from the Office for National Statistics, the digital divide 
has been said to be considerably high within the UK (ONS, 2019). In 2018, there 
was an estimated 7.2 million individuals who have never or last used the internet 
more than 3 months ago, with a significant proportion of these non-users coming 
from those over the age of 65 (76%, 5.4 million). Further, usage is highest in 
metropolitan areas such as London and lowest in rural areas including Northern 
Ireland and North east of England.  
 
If a digital survey is being utilised for researching these populations (the "have 
nots"), or if it is trying to get a general population-wide response, then it is vital 
researchers find ways of mitigating the presence of the digital divide, otherwise there 
is a potential for systematic bias that will limit the generalisability of the study findings 
(Guidry, 2014; Couper, 2000). Within digital surveys participants may be reluctant 
to engage because of safety and confidentiality issues (Fan and Yan, 2010). 
Another main disadvantage of digital surveys is the relatively high non-response 
rate compared to paper-based questionnaires (Shih and Fan, 2008; Manfreda et al., 
2008a; Blumenberg and Barros, 2018). 
 
1.4.3 Response rate 
 
Response rate in the context of surveys, is a measure to assess the likely 
generalisability of the study findings. It is calculated as the total number of 
respondents to a survey divided by the total number of potential participants 
sampled in the survey (Armstrong et al., 1994). Currently, response rate in 
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epidemiologic studies vary greatly, with some studies reporting response rates as 
low as 30% (Biggs et al., 2015) and some as high as 79% (Zhong et al., 2007). Low 
response rates overall are likely to introduce bias which may have an impact on 
generalisability, as those who respond are likely to be different to those that do not, 
(Armstrong et al., 1994). If the response rate drops, then nonresponse bias could 
lead to a reduction in sample size; thus, reducing the statistical power and inflating 
the margin of standard error. As the process leading to nonresponse can be varied 
and difficult to pinpoint, a general heuristic is that when the response rate is high 
then the occurrence of serious nonresponse bias is minimal.  
 
There have been several systematic reviews and meta-analyses of response rate 
differences between digital and paper-based surveys (Cook et al., (2000; Church, 
1993; Yammarino et al., 1991; Fox et al., 1988; Shih and Fan, 2008; Manfreda et 
al., 2008a). Two meta-analyses have compared the response rate between digital 
and paper-based surveys (Shih and Fan, 2008; Manfreda et al., 2008a). Overall, 
both studies found the response rate of digital surveys to be approximately 10-11% 
lower than paper-based surveys. As suggested by Fan and Yan (2010), various 
factors could hamper the response rate of digital surveys. Factors such as 
technological availability, technological competency, attitude and perception 
towards technology as well as safety and confidentiality issues presented within 
digital surveys could reduce the survey response rate. In addition to these, technical 
and logistical failures can hinder the safe return of survey. In their meta-analysis, 
Shih and Fan (2008) found study features including population types and follow-up 
reminders accounted for some of the response rate variances between digital and 
paper-based surveys.  
 
The reviews conducted by Shih and Fan (2008) and Manfreda et al. (2008) 
evaluated the literature up to 2006 and do not reflect technological advancement, 
increase in access to the internet, such as digital platforms incorporating face-to-
face delivery as well as remote mobile applications such as Skype. These 
technologies allow face-to-face data collection for individuals as well as groups, 
overcoming barriers that limit onsite data collection such as geographical limitations, 
time and financial constraints, and physical mobility boundaries (Janghorban et al., 
2014). Furthermore, the reviews comparing paper and digital surveys do not take 
into account the new emerging population that is often referred to as the digital 
natives; individuals who have grown up in the digital age (Prensky, 2001). In addition 
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to this, the reviews broadly look at comparative studies from a spectrum of 
disciplines including education, business, psychology, social science and medicine. 
There are no reviews specifically looking at the response rate in surveys used to 
collect data within epidemiological studies.  
 
1.4.4 Survey reminders and response rate 
 
Survey reminder is considered to be a potential strategy for mitigating low response 
rate in surveys. In the Danish Health Survey, researchers using concurrent mixed-
mode paper and online surveys for data collection, found multiple survey reminders 
to increase the survey response rate from 37% to 60% (Christensen et al., 2012). 
This is further corroborated by Shih and Fans’ (2008) review in which they found 
reminders to be an effective method for increasing response rate in paper-based 
surveys, though not for digital surveys. They attribute the low effectiveness of e-mail 
follow-up reminders for the digital surveys to the negative reputation of junk/spam 
e-mails.  
 
1.4.5 Survey incentives and response rate 
 
In addition to reminders, another common intervention that researchers utilise to 
improve response rate is to provide incentives (Hohwü et al., 2013) . Survey 
incentives involves using some form of compensation, reward or token value to 
motivate individuals to participate and complete the survey. Within the literature 
there is a mixed finding on the effectiveness of survey incentives. Some studies 
have found incentives to positively influence survey response rate in digital surveys 
(Birnholtz et al., 2004; Robertson et al., 2005), while others have found incentives 
to have no impact on digital survey response rate (Cook et al., 2016; So et al., 2018). 
Moreover, a previous meta-analysis has shown the use of incentives to positively 
increase response rate in mail surveys by 8-19% (Church, 1993). However, these 
studies on the use incentives were not population-based, and were in various 
disciplines including education, business and healthcare (Robertson et al., 2005; 
Birnholtz et al., 2004; So et al., 2018; Church, 1993; Cook et al., 2016). Recently, 
Yu et al. (2017) have evaluated the impact of incentive use in longitudinal studies, 
they found offering incentives to participants improved the response rate to their 
digital surveys by 18%. Concluding from these reviews, what is currently unknown 




1.4.6 Survey completeness 
 
Completeness, also referred to as missing data is a ubiquitous problem for surveys 
as participants may fail, partially or fully, to complete surveys. However, this 
potential drawback has been mostly attributed to paper surveys rather than digital 
surveys, as digital surveys are likely to have validation systems and safety 
mechanisms in place to prompt the participant to complete the survey and 
incorporate ‘required fields’ (Ebert et al., 2018). Evidence for the completeness of 
digital surveys can be found in a randomised study comparing digital and a paper-
based version of the same survey (Kongsved et al. (2007)). Here, they found digital 
surveys to be 34% higher in data completeness (individual item response rate) than 
paper-based surveys. Previous reviews (Shih and Fan, 2008; Cook et al., 2000) 
have not explored the difference between paper-based surveys and digital surveys 
with regards to survey completeness. Survey completeness is a vital component of 
response rates; if essential data is not completed then the number of valid 




Elucidating the prevalence estimates of PFP is key for gaining an understanding of 
the proportion of people with this condition; this will provide estimates for 
researchers as well as provide evidence for public health practitioners, policymakers 
and other stakeholders to plan the management of the individual and state-level 
burden of PFP. As it stands, the prevalence of PFP in the general population is still 
not adequately evaluated (Callaghan and Selfe, 2007). To resolve this scarcity in 
evidence, Dey et al. (2016) developed the SNAPPS questionnaire. In order to 
effectively determine the occurrence of PFP in the general population, this requires 
using the SNAPPS tool to screen a large sample of the general population. 
However, as the questionnaire is paper-based, there may be inefficiencies in data 
collection as the logistical demands associated with recruiting a large sample of the 
population is greater in paper-based surveys than digital surveys. As such there are 
positive implications in adapting the SNAPPS questionnaire into a digital format.  
 
Digital surveys have been shown to offer several benefits including lower costs per 
response, ease of data collection, and automation of results coding. However, the 
literature suggests that digital surveys present with lower response rates when 
compared to paper-based surveys. Therefore, in order to assess whether there is a 
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difference between digital and paper epidemiological surveys in terms of response 
rate difference and completeness, a systematic review was conducted. The 




The primary aim of this thesis was to establish the feasibility and validity of using 
digital surveys to collect population-based data, and the secondary aim is to 
determine the prevalence of PFP at mass-participant running events within the UK. 
The dissertation is organized according to the following specific aims: 
 
1) Chapter 2: Evaluating the feasibility of using digital surveys in epidemiological 
setting. 
a) Assess the response rate difference between paper surveys and digitally 
surveys used in epidemiological research. 
b) Assess the differences in survey completeness between paper and digital 
surveys. 
2) Chapter 3: Developing and evaluating the validity of eSNAPPS. 
a) Create an electronic questionnaire that is designed to determine the 
prevalence of PFP (eSNAPPS). 
b) Evaluate the newly formed eSNAPPS by validating it against the paper 
SNAPPS as the reference standard. 
3) Chapter 4: Assessing the feasibility of the using eSNAPPS in a population-
based setting 
a) Determine the feasibility of using eSNAPPS to collect population-based 
data. 
b) Establish the prevalence of PFP at mass-participant running events within 
the UK 
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Chapter 2: Response rates and completeness of self-





In the previous chapter, to effectively determine the prevalence of PFP, the idea of 
creating a digital version of the SNAPPS questionnaire was proposed. As digital 
surveys could be used across different electronic platforms (phones, web, tablets 
etc.,), and could be scaled for population-based setting, other methods, such as, 
telephone and face-to-face interviews were not considered as a viable option. To 
evaluate the feasibility and inform the decision-making process of adapting the 
paper SNAPPS questionnaire into a digital format which is envisaged to collect 
epidemiological data on PFP within the general population, a systematic review was 
undertaken  
 
This chapter reports a systematic review of the literature investigating differences in 
response rate and completeness between questionnaires administered through 
paper or digital surveys to collect exposure and/or outcome data in epidemiological 
studies. Additionally, this chapter also evaluates the differences in response rates 
and completeness between the different types of digital platforms such as web, app, 




The aim of this chapter was to systematically review the response rate difference 
between questionnaires administered through paper or digital-based surveys using 
web, app, mobile, laptop computer or a tablet questionnaire, and to assess the 




2.2.1 Primary objectives 
 
Differences in response rates between the different types of self-administered 
survey methods was calculated. The following items were explored in section 2.4.6: 
1. The response rates difference between paper-based surveys and the 
different types of digital survey methods. 
2. The response rates difference between the different types of digital survey 
methods (surveys on web, app, mobile, laptop computer or a tablet). 
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2.2.2 Secondary objectives 
 
The impact of the mode of survey delivery on response rate was investigated. It has 
previously been suggested that differences in survey delivery could account for the 
response rate difference, as surveys that are delivered face-to-face often yield 
higher response rates than non-face-to-face surveys (Nulty, 2008). Thus, the 
following items was investigated in section 2.4.7: 
3. Whether response rate difference change due to the mode of survey delivery 
method (i.e., face-to-face, or via postal mail/e-mail) for digital and paper-
based surveys. 
 
The type of population survey, monetary incentives, survey reminders account for 
response rate variation between the different survey methods (Shih and Fan, 2008; 
Yu et al., 2017). Therefore, the following was investigated in sections 2.4.8 to 2.4.10: 
4. Whether population type explained the response rates difference between 
paper-based and digital surveys.  
5. Whether population type explained the response rates difference between 
the different types of digital surveys.  
6. Whether survey reminders and monetary incentives explained the response 
rates difference between paper-based and digital surveys. 
 
The quality of responses between the different types of surveys was evaluated. To 
assess missing data, following objectives were explored in 2.4.11: 
7. Whether individual item completeness/missing data (data quality) differs 




The methods of this review were guided by using the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guideline for Systematic reviews 
(Liberati et al., 2009) – the PRISMA checklist for this review can be found in 
appendix 1.  
 
2.3.1 Survey interventions 
 
The expected interventions included paper-based surveys and various digital survey 
types. Digital survey types included web-based survey, application-based surveys 
and Short Messaging Service (SMS) based surveys. web-based and application-
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based surveys could be designed to run on a laptop, tablet or mobile phone; the key 
distinction between these platforms is that, in order to function, web-based surveys 
require the use of internet, whereas application-based surveys could function 
without the internet. Furthermore, it was anticipated that there would be various 
survey delivery methods. Here delivery method refers to the way in which surveys 
were distributed to participants. It is expected that paper-based surveys could be 
delivered by postal mail or face-to-face. Digital surveys could be delivered through 
various means, depending on their type. For example, web-based surveys could be 
delivered through an email with website link, a postal mail with a link enclosed or 
face-to-face by a researcher, and SMS surveys could be delivered by SMS texting. 
 
2.3.2 Inclusion and exclusion  
 
Included study designs were randomised-controlled studies that compared either 
paper-based surveys with digital or different digital methods to collect self-
completed questionnaire data on exposure and/or outcome in an epidemiological 
investigation of the prevalence or incidence of disease or measures of association 
between exposure and disease (using cross-sectional, longitudinal, case-control 
and cohort designs). This review specifically focused on peer-reviewed articles that 
have already been published and that are in the English language. Presence of 
information on completeness (missing data) was not part of the inclusion criteria; 
response rate was the primary outcome, and as such, the eligible studies included 
information on survey response rate or data from which it could be calculated. 
Studies were excluded if they looked at non-health domains such as education, 
business and social sciences, or if they were non-comparative and only used a 
single survey mode for data collection. Studies were excluded if they did not 
randomise the survey methods. Studies were also excluded if they did not report 
individual response rate for each survey method, i.e., if presented a single 





Population: Epidemiological studies 
Intervention: digital surveys 
Comparator: paper-based surveys (or different digital methods) 
Outcome: survey response rate 
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2.3.4 Search strategy 
 
On 14th of November 2018, the databases Medline, Web of Science, CINAHL and 
PsychINFO were searched for epidemiological studies published from inception of 
the database until November 2018, which used paper-based and digital surveys or 
two types of digital survey. Also, the Medical Research Council (MRC) Cohort 
directory, was searched for additional literature that were not found through the 
databases. In addition to this, reference list of full texts was manually searched for 
eligible studies that were missed in the electronic search. Using these PICO 
definitions, the initial search strategy was based on the following four key concepts:  
1. data collection terms (i.e., surveys),  
2. type of surveys (i.e., paper survey), 
3. outcomes (i.e., response rate) 
4. survey methodology (i.e., mode preference).  
 
The concepts were further expanded using thesaurus terms and terms mined from 
the reviews conducted by Shih and Fan (2008), (Manfreda et al., 2008b) and 
(Belisario et al., 2015). For accurate and efficient search results, the concepts, and 
terms were stringed together using Boolean operators. In addition, for certain terms, 
truncation was applied to broaden the search to include terms with various word 
endings e.g., questionnaire*. Once the initial strategy was complete, a preliminary 
search was conducted. 
 
Subsequently, using the results of the preliminary search, a list of keywords and 
MeSH terms were harvested from the relevant papers. With the harvested search 
terms, a search strategy with Boolean combination was developed. This was further 
piloted in various combinations; thus, seeking the optimal strategy that was both 
sensitive and specific. Sensitivity was defined as the number of relevant studies that 
were retrieved as a proportion of all the relevant articles; and specificity was defined 
as the number of relevant studies that were identified by the search strategy as a 
proportion of all articles (relevant and irrelevant) identified by that search (Montori 
et al., 2005). See appendix 3 for the full search strategy. 
 
2.3.5 Outcome  
 
The main study outcome was the overall participant response rate. This was defined 
as the total number of questionnaires returned divided by total number of 
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questionnaires sent. This was in the form of a proportion, which was the response 
rate difference between two different survey methods (i.e., web survey response 
rate subtracted by paper survey response rate). 
 
Completeness was the secondary outcome. This was defined as the number of 
completed items within the returned survey divided by the total number of potential 
items that could have been completed within the returned survey. In this review, 
completeness was in the form of a proportion, and overall completeness difference 
was determined by subtracting the completeness rate of one method from the other, 
such as, web survey completeness subtracted by paper survey completeness. 
 
2.3.6 Screening of papers  
 
The research student screened the search results with all duplicates removed and 
then applied the eligibility criteria on the title and abstracts of the search results. 
Based on this, relevant studies were selected and studies that were difficult to 
screen, based on their abstract and title, were deferred for full article screening. 
Within the full article screening, studies that combined response rate for different 
types of survey modes were excluded. In addition to this, studies that did not 
evaluate an epidemiological topic were excluded.  
 
2.3.7 Quality appraisal 
 
Once the full eligible papers were selected, the quality of the studies were assessed 
by two reviewers (research student and a university member of staff) using the US 
National Institute of Health National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Quality 
Assessment Tool (NIH, 2014). This widely used assessment tool determines the 
quality of randomised controlled studies. The summary of each study was calculated 
and expressed as a percentage. The interpretation for the scale was categorised 
into four groups: poor (0–24%), fair (25–49%), good (50–74%) or excellent (75–
100%) (Maass et al., 2015). Both reviewers discussed and consolidated any of their 
differences. Findings from assessment of study quality was utilised to interpret study 
findings, all studies were included regardless of quality.  
 
2.3.8 Data extraction  
 
One reviewer (research student) carried out the data extraction of all the eligible 
papers. Items were extracted from the studies in the order they appear. The 
following the items were extracted:  
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1. Citation a. Lead author 
b. Year published 
2. Methods a. Country of study  
b. Study design 
c. Outcome of study 
d. Population  
e. Sample size  
f. Delivery mode 
g. Use of reminder (y/n) 
h. Use of incentives (y/n) 
3. Results a. Response rate (n %) 
b. Completeness (Missing data %) 
 
2.3.9 Data synthesis 
 
Response rates were in the same measurement scale (in proportions), and so, 
therefore, no conversion/standardisation was required. The response rate 
difference (d) was calculated as: d = (paper survey response rate) – (digital survey 
response rate). Initially, to assesses whether observed response rate differences in 
the reviewed studies results are compatible with chance alone, a statistical 
heterogeneity test was examined by using Chi-squared statistics to quantify 





) ×  100% 
 
Where Q is the chi-squared statistic and df is its degrees of freedom (Higgins and 
Thompson, 2002). For interpretation, low, moderate, and high values were 25%, 
50%, and 75%, respectively. The cut off point for statistical heterogeneity was high 
I2 (> 75%), so if it surpassed this point then a meta-analysis was not conducted. 
Tables were utilised to descriptively summarise study characteristics and evaluate 
completeness difference. Response rate difference was evaluated and interpreted 
graphically. To do this, a forest plot displaying the response rate difference was 
utilised. Additional forest plots grouping the studies based on their use of survey 
reminders, use of monetary incentives, population of study and survey mode 
delivery were also conducted. Forest plots were created using R statistical program 





2.4.1 Study selection 
 
The electronic search provided 1,193 citations. A further six papers were identified 
from the reference list of the full articles identified. After removal of duplicates 757 
abstracts were screened. Following screening of these abstracts, there were 32 
articles selected for full screening. The full-text papers were retrieved and once the 
full eligibility criteria were applied, 13 studies were considered eligible to be included 
in the review. Of the 25 full-text articles excluded from the review, 13 failed to provide 
non-combined response rates for the survey modes, i.e., presenting a single 
proportion combining the response rate for paper and digital surveys; three were on 
non-health topics and an additional seven had a non-randomised design. A PRISMA 
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2.4.2 Study characteristics 
 
The study characteristics of the included studies are shown in table 2.1. Within the 
included studies, the United States of America (USA) was the most common setting 
(n = 4, 31%) and Sweden (n=3, 23%). The most studied group was the general 
population (n=5, 38%) and the most studied outcomes were general health (n=3, 
23%) and musculoskeletal conditions (n=3, 23%). All studies reported on 
prevalence of the health condition. As can be seen in Table 2.1 and appendix 4, all 
of the studies compared paper surveys with web surveys, with one study also 
comparing paper surveys with SMS surveys and SMS surveys with web-based 
surveys; data were extracted for each comparison. For paper-based surveys, 11 
were administered by post and two were administered face-to-face, whereas, using 
web-based surveys, seven studies administered the website links of surveys via 
postal mail, four through e-mail, one by face-to-face and one via an online forum 
(Figure 2.3). With regards to study features, the majority of studies, including both 
paper and digital surveys, utilised survey reminders (n=11, 85%), while 54% (n=6) 
of the studies gave out monetary incentives. See Table 2.1 for the full study 
characteristics. 
 
2.4.3 Response rate and sample size 
 
Within the extracted data, for paper surveys, the mean sample size was 2,493 (SD 
± 4,443), and the overall mean response rate, was 64.7% (SD ± 13.2) with a range 
of 9.2% to 88.2% (Table 2.2). For web-based surveys, the mean sample size was 
2,256 (± 4565), ranging 24 to 17,000 individuals, and an interquartile range of 
19,976. The overall the mean response rate for web-based surveys was 53.9% (SD 
± 13.9), with a range between 2.8% and 86.2%, and an interquartile range of 83.4%. 
The one study that examined SMS for survey response rate, this study had a 







Table 2.1: Summary table of the studies reviewed 
 





Study Outcome Population Country Measure Size Comparison Incena Remb Quality (%) 
Kongsved et al., 2007 Women’s’ health Women Denmark Prevalence 533 Paper vs Web Nc Y 50 – Good 
Fekete et al., 2015 Musculoskeletal conditions General population Switzerland Prevalence 1549 Paper vs Web Yd Y 17 - Poor 
McCabe et al., 2004 Alcohol, smoking & drugs  University students  USA Prevalence 3500 Paper vs Web Y Y 42 - Fair 
McCabe et al., 2005 Alcohol, smoking & drugs  Children USA Prevalence 323 Paper vs Web Y N 58 - Good 
Le et al., 2018 Food and water University students  Vietnam Prevalence 20500 Paper vs Web N Y 8 - Poor 
Schwartz… et al., 2017 Musculoskeletal conditions Hospital Patients USA Prevalence 646 Paper vs Web N N 42 - Fair 
Sinclair et al., 2012 Food and water General population Australia Prevalence 26500 Paper vs Web Y Y 25 - Fair 
McCormack et al., 2013 Women’s health Women USA Prevalence 73 Paper vs Web Y Y 17 - Poor 
Howu et al., 2013 General health Children Denmark Prevalence 1576 Paper vs Web N Y 42 - Fair 
Kallmen et al., 2011 Alcohol, smoking & drugs  General population Sweden Prevalence 2472 Paper vs Web Y Y 17 - Poor 
Balter et al., 2005 General health General population Sweden Prevalence 585 Paper vs Web N Y 17 - Poor 
Palmen et al., 2015 Musculoskeletal conditions Hospital Patients  Netherlands Prevalence 48 Paper vs Web N Y 58 - Good 
Lagerros et al., 2011 General health General population Sweden Prevalence 637 Paper vs Web vs SMS N Y 42 - Fair 
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Table 2.2: Descriptive statistics of the response rate and sample size of paper and 
digital surveys 
 
N is the total number of studies. IQR is interquartile range. SD stands for standard 
deviation. 
 
2.4.4 Quality Appraisal  
 
The quality of the studies ranged between poor and good. Overall, five studies were 
of poor quality (8%, 17%, 17%, 17%, 17%), five studies were of fair quality (25%, 
42%, 42%, 42%, 42%) and three studies were of good quality (50%, 58% 58%The 
main risk of bias was due to the of lack allocation concealment, outcome blinding 
and reporting of sample size calculations. Table 2.1 includes the quality assessment 
of the studies reviewed.  
 
2.4.5 Test for heterogeneity 
 
Based on the heterogeneity test, the reviewed studies were substantially 
heterogenous. The test for heterogeneity looking at the 13 studies evaluating the 
response rate difference between paper and web-surveys was I2 of 99.9%. When 
this was done for the sub-group, including the use of monetary incentives, survey 
reminders, type of study population and mode of survey delivery, I2 remained above 
75% - Table 2.3 displays results for the heterogeneity tests. Due to the substantial 
heterogeneity, mean response rate difference was not pooled, however, response 




 N Mean Median IQR Min Max SD 
Paper        
Response rate  13 64.7 64.4 79.1 9.2 88.2 13.2 
Sample size  2493 323 14476 24 14500 4443 
Web        
Response rate  13 53.9 53.3 83.4 2.8 86.2 13.9 
Sample size  2256 308 19976 24 17000 4565 
SMS        
Response rate  1 73.1 - - - - - 
Sample size  212 - - - - - 
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Paper Post vs Web Post  
Paper Post vs Web E-mail 
Paper Face-to-face vs Web E-mail  
Paper Face-to-face vs Web Face-
to-face  
Paper Post vs SMS SMS  
















2.4.6 Response rate difference per study 
 
If the response rate was greater in one survey method than another, then the term 
‘favours’ were used to indicate the direction of the difference. For example, if 
response rate is greater in paper surveys, then this were interpreted as response 
rate difference favours paper surveys over digital surveys.  
 
Looking at the response rate difference for studies comparing paper and web-based 
surveys in Figure 2.2, eight out of the 13 studies favour paper-based surveys, one 
study favours web-based surveys and four studies favour neither paper nor web-
based survey, as their 95% confidence interval contains the zero mark. With the one 
study comparing paper and SMS surveys, the response rate difference favours 
SMS. And finally, the one study evaluating the response rate difference between 
SMS and web surveys appears to have no particular direction as the magnitude 
crosses the zero mark. It is worth noting the differences between the 95% 
confidence interval width between some of the studies, for example, Sinclair et al 
(2012) and Palmen et al (2015). This could be explained by the large difference in 
study sample sizes, where studies with large sample size have a narrower 
confidence interval and studies with smaller sample sizes have wider confidence 
interval. Such findings have important implication when interpreting the results in 
Figure 2.2, whereby caution should be applied to those results with wide confidence 
intervals given the true observed response rate could be between 31% and 77% in 
the case of Palmen et al. (2015), for example. In addition to this, as the quality of 
the studies vary between poor and good, variation in study quality should also be 




Favours paper Favours digital 
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Figure 2.2: A forest plot displaying response difference in each study, separated by 
types of comparison.  
‘Response’ means the number of respondents and ‘Total’ means the total number 
of surveys given out. SMS stands for short message service. Response rate 
difference is calculated as the response for survey method 1 minus response of 
survey method 2 (i.e. paper vs web is paper survey response minus web survey 
response; paper vs SMS is paper survey response minus SMS survey response; 
SMS vs Web is SMS survey response minus web-based survey response). A 
positive difference indicates that paper/SMS survey(s) have a higher response rate 
than web surveys, thus favouring paper/SMS-based surveys. 
 
2.4.7 Response rate difference by survey delivery method 
 
 
Six out of the seven studies that were administered by post that compared paper to 
web-surveys (paper post vs web post) appear to favour paper surveys over digital 
(Fekete et al., 2015; Sinclair et al., 2012; Lagerros et al., 2011a; Källmén et al., 
2011; Kongsved et al., 2007; Bälter et al., 2005), while one study appears to favour 
neither survey method (Howü et al., 2013) (Figure 2.3). Additionally, studies that 
compared paper and web-surveys and that were administered post and email, 
respectively (paper post vs web e-mail), appear to have no overall direction as one 
study favours web surveys (Palmen et al., 2016), another study favours digital 
(McCabe, 2004) and two studies cross the zero margin (Schwartzenberger et al., 
2017; McCormack et al., 2014), favouring neither. The other four types of 
comparisons for the three survey methods have only one study per group; two 
delivery methods favour paper surveys (paper face-to-face vs web e-mail and paper 
post vs SMS SMS) (Le et al., 2018; Lagerros et al., 2011b) and the other methods 
(paper face-to-face vs web face-to-face and SMS SMS web post) have no overall 











Favours paper Favours digital 
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Figure 2.3: A forest plot displaying pooled response rate difference between digital 
and paper surveys, sub-grouped by survey delivery. 
 
2.4.8 Response rate difference by population 
 
Five out of the seven studies looking at general populations favour web-based 
surveys (Fekete et al., 2015; Källmén et al., 2011; Bälter et al., 2005; Sinclair et al., 
2012; Lagerros et al., 2011a), one study favoured SMS-based survey (Lagerros et 
al., 2011b) and one study favoured neither SMS nor web-based surveys (Lagerros 
et al., 2011c). Studies looking at children all had a 95% confidence interval that 
crossed zero, favouring neither paper nor online surveys (Howü et al., 2013; 
McCabe et al., 2005) . Looking at the forest plot, the two studies looking at the 
University students have disparate mean response rate differences; they contrast 
greatley in the platform they favour. For example, Le et al. (2018) strongly favoured 
paper surveys over digital surveys (31.4%, 30.0 to 32.8) and McCabe et al. (2004) 
strongly favoured digital surveys over paper surveys (-23.0%, -25.3 to -20.7) – as 
can be seen in Figure 2.4. Once again, for interpretation, it is worth remembering 
that these two studies vary in quality; Where Le et al. (2018) has a poor rating (8%) 





Favours paper Favours digital 
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Figure 2.4: A forest plot displaying pooled response rate difference between digital 
and paper surveys, sub-grouped by the population of study.  
 
2.4.9 Response rate difference by survey reminders  
 
As can be seen in Figure 2.5, 13 studies utilised survey reminders and two did not. 
When studies utilised reminders, they favoured paper over digital, however, when 
there was no reminder there was no difference. Of the studies utilising reminders, 
eight favoured paper-based surveys (Fekete et al., 2015; Palmen et al., 2016; 
Källmén et al., 2011; Sinclair et al., 2012; Le et al., 2018; Bälter et al., 2005; 
Kongsved et al., 2007; Lagerros et al., 2012), one favoured SMS-based surveys 
(Lagerros et al., 2011), one favoured web-based surveys (McCabe, 2004) and three 
studies favoured none of the survey methods (Lagerros et al., 2011; McCormack et 
al., 2014; Hohwü et al., 2013). The two studies not utilising survey reminders 
showed no difference (McCabe et al., 2005; Schwartzenberger et al., 2017).
 41 
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Figure 2.5: A forest plot displaying response difference in each study, grouped by 
use of survey reminder.  
 
2.4.10 Response rate difference by monetary incentives  
 
Out of the six studies that utilised monetary incentives, only three favoured paper-
based surveys (Fekete et al., 2015; Källmén et al., 2011; Sinclair et al., 2012), one 
favoured web-based surveys (McCabe, 2004) and two were neutral in their direction 
(McCabe et al., 2005; McCormack et al., 2014). Additionally, in the studies that did 
not utilise monetary incentives, four out of the nine studies (Le et al., 2018; Bälter et 
al., 2005; Kongsved et al., 2007; Palmen et al., 2016; Lagerros et al., 2012) favoured 
paper-based surveys, one study favoured SMS-based surveys (Lagerros et al., 
2012) and two studies had confidence interval consistent with no difference 
(Schwartzenberger et al., 2017; Hohwü et al., 2013). The study comparing Web and 
SMS, favoured digital slightly, but overall confidence interval was also consistent 
with no difference (Lagerros et al., 2011). See Figure 2.6 for a full breakdown of the 
results.
 43 Favours paper Favours digital 
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Figure 2.6: A forest plot displaying response difference in each study, grouped by 
use of monetary incentives.  
 
2.4.11 Completeness rate (Missing data) 
 
From the eligible studies, only four provided data on survey completeness. The full 
break down of survey completeness for these studies can be seen in Table 2.4. With 
the exception of Schwartzenberger et al., (2017), paper surveys appear to have 
more incompleteness than digital surveys, of which all were web-based surveys. 
Additionally, as can be seen in Table 2.4, the most prominent result is the amount 
of missing data for two of the surveys; Kongsved et al., (2007) and McCormack et 
al., (2014) which have percentage incompleteness ranging of 37% and 52% 
respectively.  
 
Table 2.4: Proportion of completeness  
 Missing e (%) 
Studies Paper Digital 
Kongsved et al., 2007 36.6 2.2 
Sinclair et al., 2012 0.4 0.0 
SchwartzEnberger et al., 2017 12.0 17.0 
McCormack et al., 2013 52.0 10.0 






This chapter presented the results from a systematic review investigating the 
response rate differences within epidemiological studies comparing different 
collection methods including paper, web and SMS-based surveys. In this review, as 
the studies reviewed were substantially heterogeneous, meta-analysis was not 
conducted and measures of effect were not pooled, and as such response rate 
difference was narratively and graphically assessed using forest plots. Descriptively 
interpreting the magnitude and direction of response rate difference of reviewed 
studies using forest plots, paper-based surveys appear to have a slightly better 
response rate than digital surveys. In addition to this, three of the studies that 
reported their completeness (proportion of missing data) showed digital surveys to 
have fewer missing data than paper surveys. 
 
2.5.1 Response rate 
 
Within this review, the main findings were that web-based surveys appear to have 
a lower response rate than digital surveys with the use of incentives and reminders 
not explaining such differences. Manfreda and colleagues (2008), found traditional 
surveys to have a 19% higher response rate than web surveys, though this high 
difference could be explained by the fact that Manfreda and colleagues did not limit 
their review to surveys focused on health-related questions, and also as the review 
is more than a decade old, it is possible that the new emerging population that is 
often referred to as the digital native, could perhaps explain this differences 
(Prensky, 2001). Similarly, Shih and Fan’ (2008) corroborate these findings and 
found paper surveys to have a better response rate than digital surveys (11.9%). 
Furthermore, Just after the current review was initiated, Blumenberg and Barros et 
al. (2018) published a systematic review looking at the response rate difference 
between web and other survey methods within public health research. Blumenberg 
and Barros et al. review was not prospectively registered on PROSPERO, so it was 
difficult to know that a similar review was underway. The findings of the current 
systematic review are very similar to those of Blumenberg and Barros et al, they 
found traditional (paper) survey methods to have a 12.9% higher response rate than 
web surveys. Similar to the findings within this review, Blumenberg and Barros et al. 
(2018) and Shih and Fan’ (2008) found their pool of studies to have an I2 greater 
than 98%. Meaning that the studies were too diverse in their methodology and 
outcome, and that they could not pool results using a meta-analysis. 
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Additionally, there is a variation in the methodology of Blumenberg and Barros et al 
review and the current review. For example, the current review only examined 
response rates in epidemiological studies that have explicitly reported, where as 
Blumenberg and Barros et al have utilised five different response rate formulas to 
derive the response even when it was not explicitly reported. This offers a slightly 
more robust approach it captures a larger pool of studies. 
 
One of the main reasons low response rate is a concern within research is the 
concept of ‘biased estimates’ which is due to the systematic differences in 
characteristics between responders and non-responders. Although this is a 
concern, within their survey, Ebert et al. (2018) found no difference between the 
non-responders of digital-based and paper-based surveys when examining 
socioeconomic covariates, thus concluding that the non-response of the web-based 
group is at random and therefore does not increase the level of selection bias more 
than paper-based surveys. Therefore, if non-responders are different from 
responders with regards to the relevant characteristics, then this will not bias study 
findings, it will only affect study precision and the generalisability if the non-response 
rate is large. Albeit with these points in mind, due to their associated low costs and 
minimal logistical demand, the effects of the small non-response rate for the digital 
surveys could be mitigated by increasing the effective survey sample size without 





When response rate difference per study was sub-grouped by delivery method, 
there appear to be few studies favouring paper-based surveys over digital-based 
surveys when both methods were delivered on paper. This could perhaps be 
explained by the additional step that delivering digital surveys through post could 
add; for example, there is an additional step for the participant, they have to copy 
the delivered survey web-address onto the internet browser. This could lead to 






Within the reviewed studies, the general population was the most surveyed group. 
Within the general population, the response rate tended to favour paper surveys 
over digital surveys, this is in line, thus concurring with previous Blumenberg and 
Barros (2018) findings, whereby digital surveys present with slightly lower response 
rate in the general population. Further, there were not enough studies within the 
other reported populations to adequately compare the response rate difference 
between them, these populations were university students, women, children and 
hospital patients. The reviewed studies did not consistently report population 
characteristics such as response rate per sex, age and socioeconomic status; this 
information would have been helpful in determining whether population-specific 
selection bias explained the response rate difference. As initially thought, those who 
are digital natives (children and university students) did not appear to favour digital 
surveys. In fact, their direction was conclusive as the two studies on children showed 
no difference, and the studies on university studies had one study strongly favouring 
digital and another strongly favouring paper surveys.  
 
2.5.4 Reminders and incentives  
 
Further corroborating with Shih and Fans’ study (2008), the use of survey reminders 
appears to favour paper-based surveys over digital surveys. However, despite there 
being a general trend towards paper-based surveys over digital surveys, the current 
review did not manage to find a robust link between the use of survey reminders 
and monetary incentives on response rate difference between paper and digital-
based surveys. Interestingly, Blumenberg and Barros et al review found that 
reminders were less effective for digital surveys then for paper-based surveys as 
the gap between both methods was higher when a reminder was sent. In addition 
to not doing a meta-analysis, the difference in findings between the current review 
and Shih and Fans’ review could also be due to the different sample size of studies 
evaluated; this review examined 13 studies while Shih and Fan’ review examined 
39 studies. Though it is worth remembering that Shih and Fan’ review was 
conducted on number of domains that were not health related, including education 
and business.  
 
2.5.5 Completeness rate and survey costs 
 
Based on the current review, paper surveys appear to have a higher incompleteness 
rate than digital surveys. Since the number of studies reporting this outcome is very 
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low within the pool of reviewed studies and these differences are small and there 
were some with no precision estimates to accompany the difference as studies only 
reported missing data as a proportion. The quality of response that digital surveys 
offer is higher due to the completeness per survey response. For example, 
completeness of digital surveys ranged from 79% to 100% whereas paper-based 
surveys ranged between 48% to 94% (Kongsved et al., 2007; Denscombe, 2006; 
Barentsz et al., 2014; Sinclair et al., 2012; Schwartzenberger et al., 2017), meaning 
that a higher proportion of digital surveys were completed than paper surveys. This 
difference could largely be attributed to the features present in digital surveys where 
participants are given a cue ensuring that they do not inadvertently miss or do not 
fully complete questions (Ebert et al., 2018). 
 
Digital surveys, due to their potential for automation, have the capability of 
eliminating or minimising the risk of error and bias in the measurement and 
transcription of responses (Clark and Maynard, 1998). This feature has two 
advantages as it minimises human error while also cutting down on costs. 
Furthermore, digital-based surveys have a lower cost per a response than paper-
based surveys. An epidemiological study conducted on Danish citizens, found 
conducting paper-based surveys to be ten times more costly than digital-based 
surveys (Ebert et al., 2018). The costs of one respondent as $1.51 for the digital 
group and $15.67 for the paper group (digital-based survey: 3600 individuals, 
$5,436 vs paper-based survey: 3600 individuals, $56,412). These costs were 
attributed to survey handling, dispatch, printing, and work salary for surveyors. The 
above findings are in line with previous epidemiological studies using these two 
methods (Hohwü et al., 2013; Zuidgeest et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2011).  
 
2.5.6 Strength and weakness  
 
 
This review has several limitations. First, one person selected the studies and 
extracted the data from these studies, this could lead to single reviewer bias study 
selection or interpretation (Waffenschmidt et al., 2019; Buscemi et al., 2006). 
Second, monetary incentives and reminders were coded as binary variables. This 
could present problems as the amount of the incentives and the number of 
reminders could help explain some of the response rate differences. However, this 
is not extracted as this level of detail was not provided in most of the reviewed 
studies. Third, due to methodological heterogeneity, findings within this review were 
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narratively assessed. This is something that reflects the studies reviewed, and 
therefore could not be mitigated by the reviewers. However, this study has several 
strengths that are worth considering. Firstly, this review has clear objectives and 
inclusion and exclusion criteria for study selection. Secondly, there were two 
reviewers appraising the quality of the studies. Thirdly, the review has identified and 
included additional studies that a recent systematic review on the topic has failed to 
pick up (Blumenberg and Barros, 2018). Blumenberg and Barros failed to identify 8 
out of 13 relevant studies that are included within this review. Another key strength 
of this review is that it conducts sub-group analysis in the hopes of understanding 





This review was conducted to evaluate the response rate difference between 
questionnaires administered through paper or digital-based surveys and inform the 
decision-making process of adapting the paper SNAPPS questionnaire into a digital 
format so that it could be used to collect population-based data at a large public 
event. The review found that web-based surveys appear to have a lower response 
rate than digital surveys with sub-group analysis of study reminders and incentives 
not explaining such differences. Mode delivery made a difference, and digital and 
paper surveys were the same when delivered face-to-face. Further, paper-based 
surveys appear to have a higher proportion of missing data than digital-based 
surveys. Despite a few studies reporting this outcome, findings are in line with the 
current body of literature. of 
 
Considering the findings of this review (2.6), a decision was made to develop a 
eSNAPPS. A survey. Which were delivered face-to-face at a public event, without 
the use of incentives and reminders. The next chapter reports on the development 










Table 2.5: Summary of the review findings  
Objectives Findings 
 
1. Whether response rates differed 
between paper-based surveys and the 
different types of digital survey 
methods. 
Yes  
Paper appears slightly better in terms of 
response rate. 
 
2. Whether response rates differed 
between the different types of digital 
survey methods (surveys on web, app, 
mobile, laptop computer or a tablet). 
Inconclusive due to limited studies 
Only one study looked SMS survey, the 
rest looked at Web surveys. 
 
3. Whether response rate differed due 
to the mode of survey delivery method 
(i.e. face-to-face, or via mail/e-mail) for 
paper-based surveys. 
Inconclusive 
No studies compared response rate 
difference between different delivery 
methods of paper surveys. 
 
4. Whether response rate differed due 
to the mode of survey delivery (i.e. 
face-to-face, or via mail/e-mail) for 
digital surveys. 
Inconclusive 
Only one study compared SMS and web 
survey, but this study showed no 
difference in response. 
 
5. Whether population type account for 
response rates difference between 
paper-based and digital surveys.  
Yes  
General population favoured paper 
surveys, though, the remaining studies 
were heterogenous in the populations 
surveyed so they could not be properly 
compared. 
 
6. Whether population type account for 
response rates difference between the 
different types of digital surveys.  
 
Inconclusive 
Only one study compared SMS and web 
survey, but this study showed no 
difference in response. 
 
 7. Whether survey reminders and 
monetary incentives account for 
response rates difference between 
paper-based and digital surveys. 
 
Yes (Reminders) 
Majority of studies using reminders 
favoured paper surveys over digital, the 
two studies that did not use reminders had 
no direction in their magnitude. 
 
No (incentives) 
Majority of studies did not utilize 





8. Whether survey reminders and 
monetary incentives account for 
response rates difference between the 
different types of digital surveys. 
Inconclusive (Reminder and incentives) 
For both, only one study compared SMS 
and web survey, but the magnitude 
crossed the zero margin 
 
 
9. Whether individual item 
completeness/missing data (data 
quality) differ between paper-based 
and digital surveys. 
Yes 
Digital surveys have more completeness 
than paper surveys.  
 
10. Whether individual item 
completeness/missing data (data 
quality) differ between the different 
types of digital surveys. 
Inconclusive 
Study evaluating difference between digital 
surveys did not report rate of missing data.  
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Chapter 3: Development and validation of the digital Survey 
instrument for Natural history, Aetiology and Prevalence of 





As reported in the previous chapter, while paper surveys may have a slightly higher 
response rate than digital surveys, digital surveys provide a range of advantages 
that are ideal for surveys designed to collect population-based data, these include 
lower costs per a response rate, ease of data collection, elimination of data entry, 
automation of coding survey response and reduced missing data. With these key 
findings in mind, a decision was made to adapt the SNAPPS questionnaire into a 
digital format to collect epidemiological data on PFP at a large public event. In 
addition to this, as digital and paper surveys were similar in face-to-face, it was 
decided that eSNAPPS were delivered face-to-face, and as reminders and 
incentives did not really appear to mitigate the difference between digital and paper 
survey, they will not be used for the delivery of eSNAPPS. 
 
In this chapter, eSNAPPS is created, subsequently, eSNAPPS is validated against 
the original paper SNAPPS, to ensure that the psychometric properties of survey 
are not lost and that it still measures what it was initially designed to measure. 
 
3.1 SNAPPS questionnaire  
 
Information on the development and validation of the SNAPPS questionnaire can 
be found in Dey et al. (2016). The SNAPPS tool has three sections (see Appendix 
5). It asks questions on clinical features, pain on activity and pain on location. The 
questionnaire is in multiple-choice format and has skip-logic embedded in it, as 
some of the questions are not appropriate for all participants. The first three 
questions are on age. The questionnaire is restricted to adults who are above the 
age of 18 and below the age of 40, because it is difficult to distinguish between PFP 
and developmental knee disorders such as Osgood Schlatters’ in those below 18, 
and patellofemoral osteoarthritis in those over this age (Dey et al., 2016). 
Subsequent questions are designed to identify those with knee pain. The next 
section of the questionnaire asks questions on clinical features related to knee pain. 
After that the questionnaire goes on to determine whether the participants 
experience pain or difficulty in various activities; this is one question that is made up 
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of 14 ‘sub’ questions, however, this section is not used in scoring. And finally, the 
questionnaire goes on to ask participants to report their location of pain using an 
image of the knee. See Table 1 for a full list of the questions. 
 
3.2 Validation of surveys 
 
To ensure findings are replicable and generalisable, it is important to validate 
measurement tools (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955). This is vital in instruments that are 
designed to measure unobservable constructs through subjective assessment, such 
as, assessing reporting of symptoms and perceived levels of difficulty during 
physical activity through a self-report questionnaire (Wikman, 2006). Due to the 
subjective nature of these types of instruments, findings can be interpreted 
differently by researchers, therefore, it is imperative that such tools go through a 
rigorous, robust and objective process to assess their accuracy and test-retest 
measurement properties (Armstrong et al., 1994). For instance, when the SNAPPS 
questionnaire (Dey et al., 2016) was initially developed, it was successfully validated 
against the reference standard for PFP diagnosis which is clinical examination; to 
determine whether the questionnaire identified those with PFP, the questionnaire 
was given to individuals who had a recent clinical diagnosis of PFP, and it was 
determined to have a sensitivity of 92 % and a specificity of 94%. Additionally, within 
the same study, the test-retest reliability of the SNAPPS questionnaire was 
determined, here individuals completed the questionnaire twice with two weeks 
apart. Results showed substantial agreement between both questionnaires with a 
Cohens Kappa of 0.74 (95 % CI 0.52–0.91). 
 
Furthermore, when tools are adapted from one platform to another, such as the 
adaptation of a self-report paper survey to an electronic survey, despite the content 
of the questionnaire not changing, criterion validation is encouraged (Freynhagen 
et al., 2006; Bellamy et al., 2010). Test–retest reliability (agreement) evaluates the 
degree to which the findings of the newly adapted tool (e.g. an electronic survey) 
are an adequate reflection of the reference standard (e.g. a paper survey) (Bellamy 
et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2014). The reason for evaluating the agreement of the 
adapted tool is that the way in which participants interact with the tool will have 
changed, therefore, to ensure that the psychometric properties are not lost, it is vital 






The present chapter reports on the creation of an electronic questionnaire that is 
designed to determine the prevalence of PFP (eSNAPPS). In addition to this, this 
chapter evaluates the newly formed eSNAPPS by validating it against the paper 




3.4.1 eSNAPPS  
 
eSNAPPS was created using Online Surveys (www.onlinesurveys.ac.uk) an 
internet-based survey platform that works on all digital devices including computers, 
mobile phones and tablets. Online Surveys is compliant with General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and UK data protection laws (Voigt and Von dem 
Bussche, 2017). 
  
Questions in the eSNAPPS were set-up in the same order as the paper SNAPPS 
(Appendix 6). Within paper SNAPPS, question 12, which the knee pain location 
question, requires the marking of a cross on a knee image to highlight the location 
of pain. However, for eSNAPPS, this question was adapted as the online survey 
platform does not have an interactive feature allowing marking of the knee image to 
show pain location. It is worth bearing in mind that the measuring property of the 
knee pain map has been previously determined and validated in the paper SNAPPS 
(Dey et al., 2016), therefore, in the digital version, only the interactive element of the 
question had changed. In line with the scoring of the paper version, a reference 
scoring grid was devised. The participants selected a number or multiple numbers 
that best corresponded to the location of their knee pain. In contrast, in the paper 
SNAPPS participants freely marked the location of pain without being limited. The 
paper SNAPPS and printed version of the eSNAPPS are included in Appendix 5 
and 6. 
To mitigate the potential for respondent fatigue, each page in the eSNAPPS 
contained two to three questions, depending on their length, and also included a 
progress bar indicating how far into the survey the participant was (Peytchev, 2009). 
Utilising one of the key features associated with digital surveys, eSNAPPS was 
designed with a skip-logic algorithm that directs participants to the questions 
relevant to them. This is something that was present within the paper SNAPPS, 
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however, the digital version automatically routes the individuals to the relevant 
question without them having to do it manually, see Appendix 7 for the flow of 
questions based on the skip logic. Additionally, the questions within eSNAPPS 
contained response prompts to prevent participants from missing or not fully 
completing them (Appendix 8), this is a feature that is exclusive to digital surveys. 
 
3.4.2 Participants and sample size 
  
Using snowball sampling, participants with and without self-reported current knee 
pain were invited to take part in the study. Using posters and flyers, participants 
were recruited from various settings, this included a University, sports therapy clinics 
and sports clubs; no NHS patients were recruited. Participants were included if they 
were adults between the ages of 18 and 40 who could read English. 
 
The minimal sample size needed for this validation study was 30 participants, this 
was determined with a minimum pre-assumed correlation of r = 0.55 between both 
surveys (Bujang and Baharum, 2017) and with an alpha of 95% and a power of 90% 
(Liao, 2010). 
 
3.4.3 Ethics  
 
Ethical approval was granted by the Faculty of Health Psychology and Social Care 
ethics committee of Manchester Metropolitan University (ethics number: 839). See 




Before data was collected, participants were given an information sheet explaining 
the study and their participation in the study (see appendix 7). As questionnaires 
were completed anonymously, a sentence was placed at the start of the 
questionnaire and in the information sheet stating that consent was implied through 
completion of the questionnaire. 
 
3.4.5 Randomisation and delivery 
 
Participants completed both the paper and electronic survey. They were randomly 
assigned to either complete the paper SNAPPS or the eSNAPPS first; the order in 
which survey they completed first was determined by using a randomly generated 
number in Excel (Microsoft Office, 2016); this randomisation was done by the 
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master’s student on March 2019. Once the participants completed the first survey, 
they then completed the second survey a week later, this controlled for potential 
recall bias (Armstrong et al., 1994).  
 
3.4.6 Data management  
 
Data collected from SNAPPS was stored on Online Surveys cloud-based servers; 
this provided data security, minimised storage and transportation and allowed for 
ease of access so long as there was internet access. Additionally, data from 
eSNAPPS did not require data to be entered and processed manually. Subsequent 
to data collection, data from eSNAPPS was retrieved from Online Surveys through 
download of an Excel file (Microsoft Office, 2016).  
 
Using a pre-written R script, this is a series of commands that can be executed at 
one time, the results from the survey were cleaned and automatically scored. 
Additionally, functions were created to help score the survey, see appendix 8. To 
ensure consistency in the code, a small portion of automated scores for the 
eSNAPPS responses (10%) were cross-checked against scores that were 
generated through manual scoring. For the paper survey, all responses were 
manually entered into an Excel spreadsheet and responses were manually coded. 
Manual entry and coding of responses were cross-checked twice to ensure there 
were no data entry and coding errors  
 
3.4.7 Scoring  
 
The Questionnaires were scored as per the original scoring algorithm determined 
by Dey et al. (2016). Within the digital survey, sections on clinical features and 
location of pain (sections two and four) are scored (see Table 2.1). For section two, 
the maximum score for each question is 1 and the minimum is 0. The maximum total 
score is 7 and the minimum score is 0. For section four (question 12), each section 
(medial patella, lateral patella and patella tendon) are given a maximum score of 
one. Areas that are outside of these sections are given a score of 0. Each knee has 
a maximum score of 3 and hence the maximum available score is 6 and the 
minimum available score is 0. 
 
The overall questionnaire score is the sum of section two and four, the maximum 
score being 13. The threshold for detecting PFP status was determined by using the 
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threshold previously established by Dey et al. (2016) where they found an overall 
score of 6 and above to have highest sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity of 92% 
and a specificity of 94%) to indicate PFP. Therefore, participants with scores greater 
than or equal to 6 were categorised as PFP.  
 
3.4.8 Analysis  
 
In terms of groups, PFP were those that had a score of at least 6 in the SNAPPS 
questionnaire. Whereas ‘other knee problems’ group were those that had knee pain 
but did not have a score more than 6. ‘Healthy’ were those individuals who were 
non-injured and presented with no knee pain. 
 
The previously validated paper SNAPPS was considered as the criterion 
measurement (Dey et al., 2016). Analysis of data was conducted using R program 
(Team, 2013). Table 3.1 also contains the type of data structure each question 
contained, with nominal and dichotomous being the most common. Prior to analysis, 
all questions, particularly from paper SNAPPS, were assessed to examine whether 
there were any missing values. Questions with missing values were given a score 
of 0 assuming that the participant had no specific problems. Initially, descriptive 
analysis was conducted, this involved reporting of frequency of age, sex and knee 
pain status.  
 
Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) describe how strongly units in the same 
group resemble each other (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). The ICC in this chapter used 
two-way random-effects model, on a single measurement and looking absolute-
agreement (Weir, 2005). Agreement of the eSNAPPS with the paper SNAPPS was 
evaluated by testing for correlation of the overall score and PFP status. For this an 
overall ICC estimates and their 95% confidence intervals were calculated. To 
assess inter-item agreement, ICC estimates and their 95% confident intervals were 
calculated for each section scores. Cohens’ Kappa measures the agreement 
between two categorical items. In this study, in order to assess inter-item agreement 
for both surveys, Cohens’ Kappa was conducted for the dichotomous and nominal 
questions (Sim and Wright, 2005). 
 
To interpret ICC scores, the classifications proposed by Shrout and Fleiss were 
used (1979): 0.00-0.40 = poor, 0.41–0.75 = modest, 0.76–1.00 = excellent. For 
interpretation of Kappa coefficients, the following cut-offs proposed by Altman 
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(1990) were followed: 0.00–0.20 = poor, 0.21–0.40 = fair, 0.41–0.60 = moderate, 
0.61–0.80 = good, 0.81–1.00 = very good agreement. Though, it is worth noting that 
section 1 and 3 were not included in the analysis. Questions in both of these sections 
are not used for scoring of the survey, as such their scores were not pooled for 
analysis. Also, questions in section 1 are utilised for progression on to the survey 









Table 3.1: SNAPPS Questions and their scoring 
Questions Data Scored Scoring 
Age  






Q1.2: Are you aged under 40? D No  
Q1.3: How old are you? C   
Section 1    
Q2: Have you ever been to a doctor because of knee problems?  D No  
Q3: Have you had pain or problems in the last year in or around the knee? D No  
Section 2 (Clinical features)    
Q4: In which knee have you had pain or problems?  N Yes Both knees=1 
Q5: Have you had surgery to your knee? (Including arthroscopy, keyhole surgery, camera in your knee)?  N Yes No=1 
Q6: Have you ever had a kneecap that has gone out of joint (dislocated)? N Yes No=1 
Q7: Since starting with your knee problem, does your knee ever swell up? N Yes No=1 
Q8: Have you had pain and discomfort for more than one month? N Yes Yes=1 
Q10a & Q11a: Thinking about your right (left) knee, what do you consider is your main problem with your knee? N Yes Pain 
(discomfort)=1  
Q10b & Q11b: Thinking about your right (left) knee, did your current knee problem come on… N Yes Gradually=1  
Section 3 (Activity related pain)    
Q9a: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with sitting for a long time? N No  
Q9b: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with going up stairs? N No  
Q9c: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with going downstairs? N No  
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Q9d: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with squatting? N No  
Q9e: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with standing for long periods? N No  
Q9f: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with walking on a level surface? N No  
Q9g: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with getting up out of a chair? N No  
Q9h: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with kneeling? N No  
Q9i: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with walking on uneven surfaces? N No  
Q9j: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with walking down slopes? N No  
Q9k: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with walking up slopes? N No  
Q9l: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with hopping? N No  
Q9m: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with jumping? N No  
Q9n: Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty with running? N No  
Section 4 (Knee map)    
Q12R_L: Pain on right knee lateral patella N Yes Yes=1 
Q12R_M: Pain on right knee medial patella N Yes Yes=1 
Q12R_T: Pain on right knee patella tendon N Yes Yes=1  
Q12R_O: Pain on right knee outside of patella N Yes Yes=0 
Q12L_L: Pain on left knee lateral patella N Yes Yes=1  
Q12L_M: Pain on left knee medial patella N Yes Yes=1  
Q12L_T: Pain on left knee patella tendon N Yes Yes=1  
Q12L_O: Pain on left knee outside of patella N Yes Yes=0 
Section 5:    





In total 33 participants completed paper SNAPPS and eSNAPPS, of which 40% 
were women. The mean age was 29 years (± 6 years). Overall, 60% of the 
participants had PFP; and of those who had knee pain, 65% were males. Table 3.2 
contains a full breakdown of these results. 
 
Table 3.2: Participant characteristics (N = 33) 










Age (mean years  SD) 29 (± 6.1) - 
Knee pain status 
PFP 










PFP by sex 
Males with PFP 







SD=Standard deviation; N= number 
 
3.5.1 Survey response and completeness 
 
From the eSNAPPS there were no missing responses. However, the paper 
SNAPPS data had six missing responses from six different items. In total there were 
three individuals with each missing two questions. One of the individual missed 
questions on pain on activity, this is the section that was not scored (section three; 
Q9b, Q9k). The two other individuals missed out two questions on clinical features 
(section two; Q10a, Q10b, Q11a, Q11b). This section was scored; however, the 
missing items did not impact scores. As the number of missing items presented an 
overall incompleteness of 3% per item; completeness with respect to subjects was 
<5%. Thus, based on the threshold suggested by Jakobsen et al. (2017), it was 






3.5.2 Overall and section agreement  
 
Table 3.3 contains results for the overall score and section agreement of digital and 
paper SNAPPS. In the analysis of overall agreement between paper SNAPPS and 
eSNAPPS, the ICC for the overall survey score was excellent (ICC:0.99, p< 0.0001), 
Cohens’ Kappa for the PFP pain status was per Altman’ interpretation (1990) was 
very good (Kappa:1, p<0.0001), indicating a very strong agreement between both 
surveys. Additional, analysis was conducted on the PFP group only. Here, 
agreement for overall survey score was excellent (ICC:0.94, p<0.0001). Further, 
agreements were again Excellent for section 2 (ICC:0.99, p<0.0001) and section 4 
(ICC: 0.93, p<0.0001). 
 
3.5.2 Inter-item agreement 
 
In sections one and two, as can be seen in Table 3.4, individual item agreement 
between the digital and paper-based version of the survey ranged from 0.87 to 1.00. 
When looking at the agreement for PFP status alone, this agreement range drops 
(0.63 to 1.00). This pattern remains with section three, where the coefficient ranges 
between 0.82 to 1.00 then again dropping when agreement is restricted to those 
with knee pain, ranging between 0.74 and 1.00. However, in all sections, the overall 
inter-item agreement ranged between “Good” and “Very good” (see Table 3.4). 
There were instances where Cohens’ Kappa was undefined due to unanimity in the 
question agreements (Xie, 2013). For example, when agreement is restricted to 
those with knee pain, the correlation for question 5 could not be determined as there 
was full agreement between paper and eSNAPPS, thus Cohens’ Kappa could not 
be computed.  
 
In Table 3.6, a tally distributing the scores for each region in the knee pain map 
(question 12) is presented; this is the distribution of the scores per a region for the 
paper and eSNAPPS. As can be seen in Table 3.5, question 12, which is the knee 
pain location question, had an overall coefficient of 1.00 (1.00–1.00, p<0.0001), 
when agreement is restricted to those with knee pain this became 0.89 (0.74-0.95, 
p<0.0001), with the agreement still staying “Excellent”. When survey inter-item 
agreement for question 12 is further restricted to those with knee pain status, the 
coefficient varies between the knee regions. The overall coefficient for the knee 
region questions ranged between 0.79 to 1.00, and when restricted to those with 
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knee pain correlation ranged between 0.22 to 0.89. Here left leg patella tendon (L_T) 




Table 3.3: Overall score and section agreement 
 










  Overall  Knee pain 
 Test C CI 95% 
Classificatio
n 
Test C CI 95% Classification 
PFP status Kappa 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very Good Kappa - - - 
Overall Score (PFP) ICC 0.99 0.99 – 1.00 Excellent ICC 0.94 0.80 – 0.98 Excellent 
Section 2: Clinical features ICC 0.99 0.99 – 1.00 Excellent ICC 0.96 0.90 – 0.98 Excellent 
Section 4: Knee pain map ICC 0.93 0.87 – 0.97 Excellent ICC 0.92 0.81 - 0.97 Excellent 
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Table 3.4: Inter-item agreement for section one and two 
 Overall Knee pain 
Items Test C CI 95% Classification C CI 95% Classification 
Q1.3  ICC 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Excellent 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Excellent 
Q2 Kappa 0.87 0.70 – 1.00 Very good 0.80 0.55 – 1.00 Good 
Q3 Kappa 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 
Q4 Kappa 0.92 0.80 – 1.00 Very good 0.85 0.65 – 1.00 Very good 
Q5 Kappa 0.94 0.82 – 1.00 Very good ind ind ind 
Q6 Kappa 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 
Q7 Kappa 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Very good 
Q8 Kappa 0.96 0.88 – 1.00 Very good 0.93 0.79 – 1.00 Very good 
Q10a Kappa 0.87 0.73 – 1.00 Very good 0.74 0.48 – 1.00 Good 
Q10b Kappa 0.96 0.88 – 1.00 Very good 0.92  0.78 – 1.00  Very good 
Q11a Kappa 0.91 0.80 – 1.00 Very good 0.84 0.63 – 1.00 Very good 
Q11b Kappa 0.91 0.80 – 1.00 Very good 0.83 0.64 – 1.00 Very good 
CI 95%= 95% Confidence Interval; ICC=Interclass correlation; PFP= patellofemoral pain; C= Coefficient; ind = indeterminate kappa, all the 
values are the same for paper and digital leading to the denominator becoming 0.,  





Table 3.5: Inter-item agreement for section 4 
 Overall Knee pain 
Items Test C CI 95% Classification C CI 95% Classification 
Q12 total score  ICC 1.00 1.00 – 1.00 Excellent 0.89 0.74 - 0.95 Excellent 
R_L  Kappa 0.85 0.69 – 1.00 Very good 0.50 0.05 – 0.95 Moderate 
R_M Kappa 0.94 0.83 – 1.00 Very good 0.64 0.01 – 1.00 Good 
R_T Kappa 0.90 0.77 – 1.00 Very good 0.74 0.40 – 1.00 Good 
R_O Kappa 0.86 0.70 – 1.00 Very good 0.63 0.28 – 0.99 Good 
L_L Kappa 0.89 0.76 – 1.00 Very good 0.62 0.15 - 1.00 Good 
L_M Kappa 0.90 0.77 – 1.00 Very good 0.69 0.31 – 1.00 Good 
L_T Kappa 0.79 0.70 – 0.97 Good 0.22 0.00 – 0.76 Fair 
L_O Kappa 0.89 0.75 – 1.00 Very good 0.72 0.37 - 1.00 Good 
CI 95%= 95% Confidence Interval; ICC=Interclass correlation; PFP= patellofemoral pain; C= Coefficient 
R_L = Right leg Lateral patella, R_M = Right leg medial patella, R_T = Right leg patella tendon, R_O = Right leg outside of patella, 





Table 3.6: Distribution of scores in Question 12 
 Paper SNAPPS eSNAPPS 
Items Score (%) Score (%) 
Q12 total score  23 17 
R_L  5 (21.7) 2 (11.8) 
R_M                     2 (8.8) 1 (5.9) 
R_T 4 (17.4) 6 (35.3) 
L_L 5 (21.7) 3 (17.6) 
L_M 4 (17.4) 2 (11.8) 





This chapter describes the creation and validation of eSNAPPS, a digital version of 
the SNAPPS questionnaire which was initially designed to identify those with PFP 
in the population. Agreement for PFP status and section scores had near perfect 
agreement, and therefore the eSNAPPS was equivalent to the paper SNAPPS in 
identifying those with PFP. Results demonstrate that eSNAPPS can also be used 
with confidence as an alternative to the original paper SNAPPS tool to identify those 
with PFP in the general population.  
 
3.6.1 Validation of digital surveys  
 
The observed validity and inter-item agreement in this study were comparable to 
previous studies validating a digital screening questionnaire to identify neuropathic 
components in patients with back pain (Freynhagen et al., 2006) and the digital 
Western Ontario and McMaster (m-WOMAC) (Bellamy et al., 2010). In these 
studies, the content of the questionnaires did not change, but rather the packaging 
in which they were delivered. Both studies concluded that the newly adapted digital 
surveys performed as well as the original paper-based surveys, and therefore 
measured what their original version was designed to measure. 
 
In the eSNAPPS, the majority of the agreements should be nearly perfect as the 
surveys are mostly the same, with the platform of delivery differing. However, within 
the adapted question (question 12, the knee pain map), the agreement ranged 
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between “excellent” and “fair”. This questions’ format had changed from drawing 
mark or cross on an image to selecting a predefined ordinal number that 
corresponded to grids of the knee (see Figure 1). This change in agreement is 
similar to that found by Jones et al. (2013) where they adapted a paper-based pain 
manikin into a digital one. The digital manikin did not have the same functionality as 
the paper manikin – while the paper manikin required shading of pain location using 
pencil, the digital manikin required selecting a predefined area that corresponded to 
the pain. Jones et al. (2013) have concluded that poorer agreement was likely due 
to the presentation of pain manikins and not because of the mode of administration. 
Further, in the case of eSNAPPS, the measurement properties of question 12 are 
not lost and that this slight drop in agreement has not affected the overall scoring of 
the survey and that those with PFP were correctly identified.  
 
The agreement for the overall section scores appear almost perfection (Section 2: 
ICC 0.99 95% CI 0.99-1.00, Section 4: ICC 0.93 95% CI 0.87-0.97), however, it is 
worth remembering that in this analysis, the sample includes all those with and 
without knee pain, and as those without knee pain do not progress on to the survey 
and are given a zero as a default, they have a perfect agreement (non-progression), 
thus, the overall agreement is near perfect. To overcome this, the analysis was 
restricted to those with knee pain i.e., answering yes to question 3. So, when looking 
at the section scores for the knee pain status, section scores dropped slightly 
(Section 2: ICC 0.96 95% CI 0.90-0.98, Section 4: ICC 0.92 95% CI 0.81-0.97), 
however, the classifications remained Excellent. This observation is further 
confirmed when looking at specific question agreement for section 2 and 4, where 
some of the questions dropped in their Cohens’ Kappa classification from very good 
to good. Section 3, which is on pain on activity, has not been used in this survey, 
this section has previously been shown to not make a difference in discriminating 
between PFP and ‘other knee problems’ (Dey et al., 2016) 
 
3.6.2 Strength and weakness 
 
The strengths of this study include random allocation in the delivery of the survey, 
with each participant having an equal chance of being given the eSNAPPS or paper 
SNAPPS first. This design controls for the potential for selection bias, resulting in 
any potential differences being attributed to survey response or survey platform. The 
present study had some limitations. First, the study could be further improved by 
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expanding the sample size, this would provide us with a more precise estimates, as 
a larger sample size means narrower confidence interval, thus, reducing the 
uncertainty in our ICC estimates (Altman, 1990). Second, a week-long interval 
between the conduct of both surveys may have been more than sufficient. Although, 
this may be optimum for recall bias, the possibility exists that the respondents’ 
symptoms may have changed in this period, as PFP is associated with subtle daily 
variations in pain (Crossley et al., 2004). In the case of eSNAPPS, despite having a 
week-long period between both surveys, the overall agreement between eSNAPPS 




The present study indicates that the newly formed eSNAPPS was equivalent to the 
paper SNAPPS in identifying those with PFP. Based on this study, the eSNAPPS is 
valid for deployment. In the next chapter, eSNAPPS were used to determine the 12-






















Chapter 4: The feasibility of using eSNAPPS in a population-
based setting. 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 
In the previous chapter, paper SNAPPS was adapted to a digital format and then 
validated against the original version. The newly adapted tool was equivalent to the 
original paper SNAPPS tool, as it successfully identified those with and those 
without PFP. The next step was to determine whether the newly adapted tool could 
collect large population-based data at a mass-event. Therefore, in this chapter, 
eSNAPPS was used to collect data on PFP at mass-participant running events 
across Greater Manchester, UK. 
 
4.2 Patellofemoral pain prevalence 
 
Determining the prevalence of PFP is vital, as this will provide estimates for 
researchers as well as provide evidence for public health practitioners, policymakers 
and other stakeholders to plan the management of the individual and state-level 
burden of PFP. Usually, PFP has been measured in special populations, particularly 
in those who are physically active such as adolescent teens, military personnel and 
athletes (Smith et al., 2018b). Currently, from the original SNAPPS study, Dey et al. 
(2016) produced tentative evidence of the prevalence of PFP within the UK general 
population, however, these estimates were based on a small sample (n=111). 
Therefore, in order to effectively determine the occurrence of PFP in the general 
population, a large sample of the general population needs to be screened. 
 
An opportunity presented itself whereby data could be collected in individuals 
attending mass-participant running events (Cancer Research UK). Since Dey et al. 
(2016) study, this was the first opportunity utilising the SNAPPS questionnaire in a 
population-based setting (the way it was originally designed to be used) and the first 
opportunity to test the feasibility of the use of eSNAPPS in the field. In this study, 
individuals were grouped to be either runners or spectators. Within the literature, as 
PFP is the most commonly occurring running-induced injury (17% of all injuries) 
(Francis et al., 2019), it was hypothesised that those running and spectating at 





4.3 Aims  
 
The aims of this study were to determine whether the eSNAPPS could collect large 
population-based data at a mass-event, and to estimate the point prevalence of PFP 
within individuals who attended mass-participation running events. 
 
4.3.1 Objectives  
 
Primary objectives 
- To evaluate whether the eSNAPPS could collect large population-based 
data. 
- To estimate the point prevalence of PFP in runners and spectators 
attending mass-participation running events in the UK. 
Secondary objectives 
- To determine if the prevalence rate of PFP is the same in runners and 
spectators 
- To evaluate whether the prevalence rate of PFP is different in runners and 




4.4.1 Study design and reporting guideline 
 
A cross-sectional design was used in order to establish the prevalence of PFP in 
individuals aged 18-40, attending mass-participants events in Greater Manchester, 
UK. This study design allows us to estimate the prevalence of PFP in runners and 
spectators at a single point in time (Rothman et al., 2008). Results were reported in 
line with the “Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 
(STROBE)” recommendations (Von Elm et al., 2007). 
 
4.4.2 Ethics  
 
Ethical approval was granted by the HPSC Faculty ethics committee of 
Manchester Metropolitan University (ref: 2223). See Appendix 9 and 13 for 
approval letter. 
 




The SNAPPS data collection activity was embedded within a public engagement 
opportunity at three high profile Cancer Research UK mass participation events 
(Race for life- Appendix 10 details the public engagement activity): one was held at 
Haigh Hall Wigan (22nd May 2019) and two at Heaton Park (15 & 16th July 2019), in 
Greater Manchester, England.  
 
These events were organised by Cancer Research UK and comprise a series of 
running events organised to raise awareness and funds for cancer research. 
Historically, Cancer Research UKs ‘Race for life’ events were for women only, as 
they were set-up to fundraise for breast cancer. More recently, the events have 
expanded to include all types of cancers and both men and women can now 
participate. The events comprised a total of 9100 registered (n=4,300 5k, n=800 10k 
and n=4,000 mud runs), however, the number of individuals who turned up to the 
events is unknown. Using convenience sampling, runners and spectators were 
randomly approached by the researchers and asked to take part in the study. 
Participants were excluded if they fell outside the target age range of 18 - 40 years.  
 
4.4.4 Outcome and groups 
 
The main study outcome was the point prevalence of PFP in the last 12 months 
(Dey et al., 2016). PFP prevalence was calculated as the number of people with 
PFP, divided by the total number of people successfully surveyed. 
 
Presence or absence of PFP was determined by the scoring of the eSNAPPS 
questionnaire (see section 3.4.7). The minimum threshold for SNAPPS required to 
determine the presence of PFP was 6, this was determined by using the threshold 
previously established by Dey et al. (2016) where they found an overall score of 6 
and above to have highest sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity of 92% and a 
specificity of 94%) to indicate PFP.  
 
In terms of groups, PFP were those that had a score of at least 6 in the SNAPPS 
questionnaire. Whereas ‘other knee problems’ group were those that had knee pain 
but did not have a score more than 6. ‘Healthy’ were those individuals who were 
non-injured and presented with no knee pain. 
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4.4.5 Sample size 
 
Prior to recruiting study participants, the minimum sample size needed to establish 
the prevalence of PFP was calculated using the prevalence estimates which was 
determined by Dey et al., in their original study (Dey et al., 2016). Using this 
estimate, a power and sample size calculation was conducted (Charan and Biswas, 
2013). The minimum sample size needed to detect a maximum prevalence of 22.7% 
with a 95% confidence interval of +/-3.0% was 749 individuals, see Figure 4.5 for 
the calculation in R. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Sample size calculation  
4.4.6 Measurement  
 
This cross-sectional study employed the use of a 32-item self-report questionnaire 
previously developed by Dey et al. (2016). Within the previous chapter, this 
questionnaire was adapted into a digital format (eSNAPPS). For this current study, 
there was an additional question distinguishing between spectators and runners. It 
was initially hypothesised that runners and spectators would differ in their PFP 
prevalence, hence collecting this data would enable the comparison of these two 
groups. The survey was delivered using Apple iPads, which were connected to the 
internet using Wi-Fi hotspots via mobile phones. The survey was conducted in 
remote park settings, so connection issues were anticipated, to mitigate this, 
portable Wi-Fi dongles were taken as back-ups. 
 
4.4.7 Recruitment and consent 
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Participants were randomly approached by researchers in the field and asked if they 
wanted to take part in the study. Those who agreed to take part were provided with 
information about the study and checked for eligibility. Once participants fulfilled the 
eligibility criteria, they completed the eSNAPPS questionnaire. A sentence at the 
start of the questionnaire and in the information sheet stated that consent was 
implied through completion of the questionnaire – see Appendix 11 for participant 
information sheet.  
 
4.4.8 Data collection feasibility 
 
Prior to conducting the main cross-sectional data collection at Heaton Park, a 
feasibility study was conducted at the smaller event in Wigan. This enabled the 
researchers to evaluate whether use of eSNAPPS was feasible to collect large-
population data in an outdoors setting. The main measure of success was whether 
the eSNAPPS could handle many users at any given time and the logistical 
component of how the technology and internet would work in an outdoors setting. 
Additionally, the feasibility study provided the opportunity to assess how best the 
researchers organised and approached their data collection. The results from both 
data collection events (Wigan and Heaton park) were combined as neither the 
questionnaire nor the study methodology changed following the feasibility study in 
Wigan.  
 
4.4.9 Data analysis  
 
Point prevalence of PFP was estimated as the number of individuals over all the 
individuals that were surveyed. The 12-month prevalence rate of PFP for all 
respondents and for those who ran and those who were spectators was estimated 
as was the PFP prevalence rate for other population characteristics collected in the 
study, these were sex, age and participation. With the PFP prevalence rate, 95% 
confidence intervals were calculated, and statistical significance was determined by 
whether the confidence interval range of PFP prevalence overlapped.  
 
In order to see if characteristics, including sex and age, could explain, in part or in 
whole the difference in the risk of PFP or if participation in running was associated 
with PFP, sub-group analysis based on participation (spectators vs runners) was 
conducted. Initially, demographic information was presented separately for 
spectators and runners. Here, findings were presented in proportions. 
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Subsequently, sub-group analysis displaying the 12-month prevalence per sex and 
age runners was conducted for spectators and runners. Additionally, to control for 
differences in the proportion of individuals within each sex and age group, the 
prevalence estimates for spectators and runners was directly age-sex standardised. 
Analysis of data was conducted using R program (Team, 2013) – appendix 12 





4.5.1 Feasibility study 
 
From the feasibility study, at the Wigan event, data collection was conducted over 
two hours on a weekday evening. There were ten data collectors. Prior to the event, 
all data collectors were briefed on how to recruit participants and how to deal with 
technological issues such as iPad or internet connection issues. There were 176 
respondents, of which one was under the age of 18 and 16 were above the age of 
41, a further, four responses were incomplete as individuals had to participate in the 
running event, and therefore did not have the time to complete the survey (see 
Figure 4.7).  
 
After the feasibility study, there was a debrief and reflection session with the 
researchers who were involved in the data collection. This provided an opportunity 
for everyone to share their observations and experiences during data collection 
activity. This session proved invaluable as it brought up various themes and points 
that most of the researchers encountered, the points were; 
 
1) Some attendees were asked to participate in the survey more than once, and 
therefore felt pestered. 
2) Attendees were in clusters. Using one iPad to survey the whole group took 
some time, and by the time the first individual had been surveyed the second 
individual could have changed their mind.  
3) When participants were warming up and getting ready run, they were less 
likely to be interested in taking part in the survey as they were preoccupied. 
4) Near the end of the run, family and friends were much less likely to participate 
in the survey as they would be too busy taking pictures and videos greeting 
the runners at the finish line. 
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5) When approaching clusters with older individuals who were keen to 
participate in the survey, it felt difficult to let them down as they would be over 
the target age group. 
 
These themes were discussed, and action points were put in place for the main data 
collection event (Heaton park). The survey system worked well, in that it managed 
to handle many users in a small-time frame. Additionally, internet connectivity did 
not prove to be a challenge.  
 
As there were ten researchers collecting data in a relatively small open space, there 
were times where individuals were asked more than twice to participate in the study. 
As this felt an inefficient way of collecting data and some individuals felt pestered, 
this became a key learning point. For the main data collection activity, this was 
mitigated by the researchers spreading out at the event, ensuring that a wide pool 
of individuals was approached, and participants were not asked to take part more 
than once. In addition to this, working in groups of two became the most efficient 
way of collecting data as many people attended the event in pairs, at a minimum. 
This approach meant less waiting time for the individuals, as pairs could participate 
in the survey at the same time. 
 
Another key learning point was being aware of the spectators and runners time and 
commitments during the event. At times researchers would ask individuals who were 
due to start warming-up or running to participate in the survey, individuals would 
agree to participate but cease to finish the rest of the survey due to the realisation 
that their warm-up or race was about to start. A similar thing occurred when 
collecting data from spectators. When their friends and family were due to finish the 
run, spectators were preoccupied taking photos and videos, so did not have the time 
to participate or complete the survey. To minimise this, researchers were advised 
to be conscious of run and warm-up times and avoid approaching spectators who 
were at the finish line and seemed preoccupied with their phones.  
 
There were few individuals surveyed who were much older than the target 
population, this was largely due to researchers feeling uncomfortable for not 
including them within the survey as they were keen to participate and wanted to 
positively contribute to the research. However, this was an inefficient use of survey 
time and, the participants would later eventually feel disappointed when the survey 
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screened them out. During the debrief, researchers were further advised when 
introducing the survey to the attendees, to mention who the survey is for. For 
example, they were advised that a part of the introduction could include; “we are 
currently conducting a survey on knee health for adults between the ages of 18-
40…”. This way individuals could determine for themselves if they were eligible to 
take part in the survey, this eliminated the likelihood of their good will in participating 
in the survey being rejected. Further, it was students who mainly struggled with 
positively letting down attendees when they offered to take part in the survey, and 
as such, for the main data collection activity, students were paired with a more 
experienced member of staff so that they could be coached and guided along the 

























Figure 4.2: Flow of study participants 
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From the main event at Heaton Park, there were 1,014 survey responses. Within 
these responses five were incomplete and 20 were ineligible as participants were 
under the age of 18 and 64 participants were over the age 41 years (Figure 4.7). 
After all incomplete and ineligible responses were removed and the remaining 
responses from the two events pooled, there were 1,080 responses. There was no 
incompleteness of data items within the returned surveys. 
As displayed in Table 4.1, the respondents included 368 (34.1%) spectators and 
712 runners (65.9%). There were more females (n=699, 64.7%) than males (n=381, 
35.3%), and the overall mean age was 28 years (± 6 years). Within the age groups, 
the 18-20 years age group had the least number of individuals (122, 11.3%), and 
21-25- and 26-30-years age groups the most (n=272, 25.2% and n=288, 26.7%, 
respectively). There were 188 individuals with PFP (17.4%), 115 individuals with 
knee problems (10.7%) and 777 individuals who were healthy and did not present 
with knee problems (71.9%). Of those with PFP, 46.8% (n=88/188) had previously 
consulted a doctor about their knee problems, 53.9% of those with other knee 
problems (62/115) had consulted a doctor about a knee problem. 
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4.5.3 Prevalence of patellofemoral pain 
 
A total of 303 (28.1%, 95% CI 25.4–30.4) participants reported having knee pain in 
the past year and of those more than half (62.0%) had PFP (188/303). The 12-month 
prevalence of PFP was 17.4% (n=188, 95% CI 15.2 - 19.8%). Table 4.2 presents 
the prevalence of PFP by demographic characteristics. Although not statistically 
significant, there were more males presenting with PFP than females (n=78/381, 
20.5% vs n=110/699, 15.7%). Within the age strata, the proportion of individuals 
with PFP appears to increase with age. Moreover, those aged between 31 and 35 
experienced PFP the most (n=49/224, 21.9%). Prevalence of PFP was greater in 
spectators (19.3%, 95% CI 15.4 – 23.7%) than in runners (16.4%, 95% CI 13.8-
19.4%), though, this was not statistically significant. 
 



















4.5.4 Demographics of spectators and runners 
 
As PFP prevalence differed between runners’ and spectators, the demographic 
characteristics (age and gender) of runners and spectators were investigated to 
explore if this could explain the difference. Table 4.3 displays a breakdown of the 
demographics for runners and spectators. Within runners, there were more females 
(78.8%, n=561/712) than males (21.2%, n=151/712). This differed greatly in 
comparison to spectators, where there were more males (37.5%, n=138/368) than 
females (62.5%, n=230/368). Between both groups, the proportion of individuals 
within each age strata was similar, for example, within runners, the 18-20 group was 
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the least represented (12.1%, 86/712) and the 26-30 group was the most 
represented (26.7%, 190/712), similarly, within spectators, the 18-20 group was the 
least represented (9.8%, 36/368) and the 26-30 group was the most represented 
(26.6%, 98/368).  
 

















4.5.5 Prevalence of PFP by demographics of runners and spectators 
 
Prevalence rates tended to be higher across all age groups among spectators 
compared with runners. Within runners, the prevalence of PFP appears to decrease 
with age up until 31 years of age, where the prevalence drops. This is different in 
spectators where the prevalence seems to gradually increase with age. Within 
runners, 18.5% (28/151) of males had PFP while 15.9% (89/561) of females had 
PFP. Similarly, in spectators, more males (21.7%, 50/230) had PFP than females 
(9.1%, 21/138). Moreover, in runner and spectators, the PFP prevalence was still 
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Table 4.4: Prevalence of PFP by demographics of runners and spectators 
 
4.5.6 Age-sex standardised prevalence of PFP for runners and spectators  
 
As the prevalence of PFP differed with age and sex and age and sex differed 
between runners, the prevalence estimates for spectators and runners was directly 
age-sex standardised using the overall sample as the reference population to 
facilitate a direct comparison. Table 4.5 contains breakdown and calculation of the 
age-sex standardisation for of the prevalence of PFP in runners and spectators. For 
runners and spectators, direct age-sex standardisation was carried out using the 
overall sample as the reference population. When standardised, the overall PFP 
prevalence for runners became 16.6% (unstandardised prevalence: 16.4%), 
whereas the PFP prevalence for spectators was 17.4% (unstandardised 
prevalence: 19.3%); despite age-sex standardisation, the difference between 
runners and spectators is smaller than before. 
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Table 4.5: Age-sex standardised Prevalence of PFP for runners and spectators 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence for Runner: 179.651/1080 = 16.6% (95% CI 15.2-19.8) 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence for Spectators: 187.753/1080 = 17.4% (95% CI 14.5-19.0) 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence Male runner: 69.277/381 = 18.1% (95% CI 14.1-22.4) 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence Female runners = 110.374/699 = 15.7% (95% CI 13.1-18.7) 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence Male spectators = 79.691/381 = 21.0% (95% CI 17.0-25.4) 
Age-sex standardised PFP prevalence Female spectators = 108.062/699= 15.5% (95% CI 12.9-18.4) 
 
 




















Male 18 – 2 58 6 36 16.7 9.686 2 22 9.1 5.780 
 21 – 25 97 6 37 16.2 15.714 12 60 20.0 19.400 
 26 – 30 92 5 33 15.2 13.984 13 59 22.0 20.240 
 31 – 35 73 9 31 29.0 21.170 10 42 23.8 17.374 
 36 – 40 61 2 14 14.3 8.723 13 47 27.7 16.897 
Females 18 – 20 64 7 50 14.0 8.960 1 14 7.1 4.544 
 21 – 25 175 19 135 14.1 24.675 6 40 15.0 26.250 
 26 – 30 196 18 157 11.5 22.540 6 39 15.4 30.184 
 31 – 35 151 27 125 21.6 32.616 3 26 11.5 17.365 
 36 – 40 113 18 94 19.1 21.583 5 19 26.3 29.719 





Within this chapter, a cross-sectional study was conducted evaluating the feasibility 
of eSNAPPS in collecting large population-based data. In addition to this, results 
from this cross-sectional study provide a snapshot of the current prevalence of PFP 
within spectators and runners attending mass-participant running events (17.4%). 
Further, this chapter also evaluated whether the prevalence rate of PFP is different 
in runners and spectators. The current study is the largest in the UK and the second 
largest in the world evaluating the occurrence of PFP within a sample of the general 
population.  
 
4.6.1 Robustness of eSNAPPS 
 
eSNAPPS proved to be robust enough to collect 1,080 responses in fourteen hours. 
It allowed for the face-to-face data collection of a large population-based data that 
is comparable to that which has been collected through the internet (Xu et al., 2018). 
This is a considerable achievement when comparing the sampling frame of the 
current study to that of Xu et al. (2018), whereby the current survey had a sampling 
frame of approximately ~9,100 individuals and Xu et al. had close to ~1 billion 
individuals - this is further explored in the section 4.7.2. In addition to this, when 
compared to Linton and Valentin (2018) survey response of 1,145 responses in a 
four-week period, the response-per-time presented within this chapter is particularly 
impressive. 
 
As with any attempt at live online data collection, there are key learning points. 
During the cross-sectional data collection at Heaton park, there were periods when 
there were internet connectivity difficulties. More specifically, these outages were 
just before the runs and just after the runs. This lack of connectivity proved to be a 
challenge as there were a small number of incomplete responses (n=5), and no 
further responses could be collected at that time. It became apparent, that during 
these periods there were large numbers of people taking pictures and videos, which 
they were sharing on social media. This could likely explain the drop in internet 
connectivity, as the mobile internet connection was overburdened with a large 
number of users. As a backup, there was a Wi-Fi dongle that had separate internet 
connection that researchers could use, however, this dongle had a limit of five users 
at any given time. In addition to this, data collectors had to prioritise and select key 
times during the day to collect data. When considering response rate differences of 
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digital surveys and paper surveys, such technical issues should be taken into 
account; as these issues are unique to digital surveys, potential strategies should 
be set in place to mitigate the nonresponse bias introduced by these factors (Fan 
and Yan, 2010). Such solutions include, having a robust survey technology with 
good connectivity, and if unmitigable technical issues do occur, have paper surveys 
at hand. 
 
Another key learning point during the survey was the data collectors’ ability to 
discern between those who were eligible to take part in the survey and those who 
were ineligible due to age. Overall, there 101 participants who commenced the 
survey but were screened out by skip-logic as they were either over the age of 41 
or below the age of 18. This became apparent when looking at the age range for 
the data, there are three individuals who were above the age of 60, one of them was 
above the age of 70. When asked, data collectors highlighted that when 
approaching clusters of people, for example, families, it was difficult for them to turn 
down keen individuals due to their age, as they found it easier to filter out individuals 
using the participant information sheet and the surveys’ age-based validation 
questions. With time and mentorship, data collectors became confident as well as 
competent at being able to efficiently apply the eligibility criteria. When approaching 
groups, they would highlight that the survey specifically targeted those between 18 
and 41 years of age, they then would ask who within the cluster would be eligible to 
take part. Using this approach, eligible individuals were recruited, and those who 
were ineligible were not turned down explicitly. It is vital to have mitigated these 
potential issues surrounding eligibility. Not explaining or explicitly stating the 
eligibility criteria to the individuals would be deemed as unethical, as individuals 
would feel excluded and discriminated against on the grounds of their age (Coughlin 
et al., 2009). 
 
In addition to being robust for collecting large population-based data, eSNAPPS 
also had a positive outcome on the quality of data collected whilst also minimising 
the logistical and financial demand surrounding data entry and data management. 
Thanks to the survey skip logic (see section 3.4.1), there were no missing data in 
any completed survey response. In addition to this, as introduced in section 3.4.6, 
the data management and scoring algorithm meant that responses were coded and 
organised instantaneously, and analysis of the entire data set was completed in 
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under a week. These efficient features of digital surveys meant that time and 
resources surrounding data entry and management were saved, this has also been 
alluded to by previous studies utilising digital survey methods (Ebert et al., 2018; 
Hohwü et al., 2013). The above outcomes would not have been possible, had the 
current study utilised paper SNAPPS. 
 
4.6.2 Prevalence of patellofemoral pain 
 
Just over a quarter of the population in this study (28.1%) had self-reported general 
knee pain, this is in line with the findings from a cross-sectional study using papers 
SNAPPS to determine the prevalence of knee pain in a UK university cohort 
(Ibeachu et al., 2019), where they found knee pain to be prevalent in 31% of those 
surveyed. This pattern has also been demonstrated in the other prevalence studies 
using the SNAPPS questionnaire, whereby a third of those surveyed present with 
knee pain (Dey et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018).  
 
In the current study, 17.4% of those surveyed presented with PFP. This prevalence 
is lower than that reported elsewhere in the literature (Smith et al., 2018b). The 
variation in the prevalence estimates of PFP is likely due to the different types of 
populations assessed as well as the various types of measurement tools utilised 
(Callaghan and Selfe, 2007). When compared to the three studies using the 
SNAPPS questionnaire, the current study’ prevalence estimate is still relatively 
small; Xu et al. (2018) reported the prevalence of PFP to be 21.7% in a the general 
population, Akodu and Nwakalor (2018) reported 45.3% in an athletic population, 
and in the original SNAPPS study (Dey et al., 2016), the prevalence of PFP was 
22.7%. However, the sample population within this study is different to those 
surveyed using eSNAPPS. While Dey et al., (2016) evaluated PFP prevalence in 
university students, staff members and members of the general public attending a 
university science fair, whereas, the current study looked at the prevalence of PFP 
in spectators and runners’ attending mass-participants events. As ‘Race for life’ is 
considered to be a fun run, there may be the possibility of individuals dropping out 
on the day due to pain; this could perhaps explain the slightly lower PFP prevalence 
than usual. Additionally, to eliminate the potential for PFP prevalence 
misclassification due to error, the scoring and skip logic component of the 
questionnaire has been successfully verified by two independent individuals. There 
is also the possibility that difference in the delivery of the knee map could explain 
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the slight drop in prevalence, though, this was not observed in Chapter 4 during the 
validation of eSNAPPS, whereby paper and eSNAPPS had full agreement in the 
number of individuals with PFP. 
 
A Chinese population had a higher PFP prevalence (21.7%) than that reported in 
the current study (differences in prevalence estimates did not fall within the 95% 
confidence intervals of both estimates). Between Xu et al. (2018) and the current 
study, with the mean age and sex ratios were comparable. However, there was a 
difference in the sample recruitment method and the way the surveys were 
distributed within each population (2018). In Xu et al. study (2018), the eSNAPPS 
questionnaire was completed by the Chinese respondents using WeChat (estimated 
sampling frame of 1 billion individuals), with participants self-selecting to take part 
in the study. In the current study, individuals attending a mass participant event 
(sampling frame of 9,100 individuals) were approached face-to-face with the 
eSNAPPS questionnaire. This variation in recruitment method could perhaps 
account for the difference in PFP prevalence. Because in studies where participants 
self-select to partake, those with the outcome of interest may be more inclined 
participate than those without the outcome of interest (Khazaal et al., 2014), thus 
leading to an over representation of participants with the outcome of interest. 
 
Overall prevalence from the current study (17.4%) was nearly three times smaller 
(45.3%) than that evaluating PFP prevalence in amateur runners from Lagos (Akodu 
and Nwakalor, 2018). As the Lagos study recruited 203 males only, young (mean 
age of 24 years) active runners, when directly compared to the male runners in the 
current study who took part in a ‘fun run’, the PFF prevalence in the Lagos study is 
still higher (18.5% vs 45.3%). As previously mentioned, athletes are likely to have 
more knee pain due to their high levels of activity (Kelly et al., 2012). Further, the 
runners from Lagos may be different to those surveyed within the current study in 
terms of running experience, training load and type of runs, however, neither study 
evaluated this. As these factors could play a role in the risk of developing PFP 
(Linton and Valentin, 2018; Smith et al., 2018; Neal et al., 2019), it is perhaps worth 
exploring in future research. Moreover, detail on participant recruitment and the 
sampling frame in the Lagos study is unclear. Such estimates of prevalence may 
reflect a genuine international variation in the prevalence of PFP or may be due to 
sampling bias or error. Something that could be plausible due to unreported 




4.6.3 Patellofemoral pain and sex 
 
Within the current study, 64.7% of the population were female. Historically, Cancer 
Research UKs ‘race for life’ events were for women only, as they were set-up to 
fundraise for breast cancer. More recently, the events have expanded to include all 
types of cancers, and 2019 was the first-year men could participate in the running 
events. In total, 20.5% of males presented with PFP compared to 15.7% of females, 
though these estimates were not statistically significantly different. The findings of 
this cross-sectional study are in line with previous studies regarding ratio of sex and 
prevalence of knee pain and PFP (Rathleff et al., 2015; Boling et al., 2010), with 
prevalence of PFP in females ranging 7-15%, and in Males 3-12%; however, 
findings from these two studies were on different populations - adolescents and 
military personnel. 
 
4.6.4 Patellofemoral pain and age 
 
The mean age of individuals within this study (28 years, SD 6.1) is slightly higher 
than those attending physiotherapy clinics, as those identified by Dey et al. (2016) 
at an NHS outpatient clinic had a mean age of 26 years (SD 7.1) and those identified 
by Selfe et al. (2016) for a targeted intervention had a mean age of 26 years (SD 
5.7). As expected, the prevalence of PFP increased with age. However, it was also 
observed that those who were aged between 31 and 35 years had PFP the most 
and those aged between 18 and 20 years had PFP the least. In contrast, past 
research shows adolescents and young adults between the ages of 15 and 29 have 
higher prevalence of general patellofemoral disorders than adults aged between 30 
and 44 (Wood et al., 2011), however, as Wood et al. study is based on routinely 
collected general practitioners data, due to variation in disease coding within the 
medical records, there is a high chance of underreporting and under-ascertainment 
of knee disorders in older age groups in this study, thus making it difficult to compare 
findings (Michaleff et al., 2017). However, unlike acute knee pain, chronic knee pain 
may not generate new visit to the general practitioners.  
 
4.6.5 Patellofemoral pain and participation 
 
Previous research surrounding on the prevalence of PFP, has mainly been on 
adolescents, athletes and military personnel as they are at risk of PFP populations. 
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However, as Dey et al. (2016) have confirmed that individual from the general public 
are also at risk, therefore, PFP is a problem for the general population. 
 
Contrary to the initial hypothesis, PFP was more prevalent in spectators than in 
runners, however, this was not significantly different. The findings that spectators 
were more likely to have PFP than runners seem counterintuitive. Within the 
literature, knee disorders are quite common in runners, as supported by Linton and 
Valentins’ (2018) recent survey on 1,145 novice and recreational runners attending 
UK Parkrun events, where they found the knee to be the most injured anatomical 
location (22%). This is further corroborated by Akodu and Nwakalor’ (2018) which 
found runners from Lagos to have a PFP prevalence of 45.3%. In addition to this, a 
recent systematic review on running injuries has also shown the knee to be the most 
commonly injured location (28% of all injuries) and patellofemoral pain to be the 
most commonly occurring running-induced injury (17% of all injuries) (Francis et al., 
2019). As previously mentioned, as ‘Race for life’ was a fun run, it is likely individuals 
may have dropped out before the race to due to injuries. When collecting data, 
researchers were made aware that some of the spectators were partners of the 
runners, and they themselves were runners but were unable to participate in the 
events at the time due to an injury, and therefore were at the events to support their 
partners. This could potentially explain the prevalence difference between runners 
and spectators. In the future, more information could be gathered from study 
participants regarding their running history and why they were not participating in 
the running events. 
 
4.6.6 Patellofemoral pain and visit to doctors 
 
A key finding within the current study was that those who had PFP and those who 
had other knee problems were similar in their health care seeking behaviour. In total, 
47% of those with PFP and 57% of those with other knee problems have previously 
visited a doctor about their knee problem. Similar care seeking pattern was also 
observed in runners and spectators (46% vs 48%, respectively). 
 
These findings potentially highlight that PFP has a similar burden on primary and 
secondary musculoskeletal care services as other general knee pain disorders, 
such that they lead to significant care seeking behaviour in individuals presenting 
with these conditions. Similarities in health-seeking behaviour between those with 
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PFP and those with other knee problems further highlights the need for a full 
assessment of the economical and healthcare system burden associated with PFP. 
These findings could likely to be higher than observed, as the SNAPPS 
questionnaire specifically asks about visiting the doctors, while the participants may 
have also seen physiotherapists, or, sports therapist etc., thus leading to potential 
under-reporting of the burden of PFP. 
 
Somewhat Similar findings can be observed in a population-based study evaluating 
the care-seeking behaviour of adolescents with knee pain  (Rathleff et al., 2013). In 
that study, here they find that those with traumatic knee disorders were nearly two 
times more likely have sought medical care than those with insidious knee disorders 
such as PFP. Moreover, they also report that knee pain with insidious onset had 
similar consequences as knee pain with traumatic onset regarding pain severity, 
pain duration and reductions in health-related quality of life. Similarities between 
PFP and ‘other knee problem’ (which includes traumatic knee pain) further highlight 
that there is potential unmet burden of PFP in the population. As it currently stands 
there appears to be a large mismatch with research funding and priorities for PFP 
when compared to other knee problems (Smith et al., 2018b). For example, current 
literature is dominated with research on PFOA while there is limited research around 
PFP, despite the fact that PFP has been proposed to be part of the PFOA continuum 
(Crossley, 2014; Thomas et al., 2010; Utting et al., 2005; Wyndow et al., 2016; 
Eijkenboom et al., 2018). 
 
4.6.7 Strength and limitations 
 
In order to minimise the likelihood of selection bias due to self-selection because 
those asked with a history of knee problems might be more likely to want to take 
part, participants were told that everyone at the event was being surveyed about 
their knee health, regardless of whether they had knee pain or not. The survey was 
restricted to those between the ages of 18 and 41. The survey is restricted to this 
age group because it is difficult to distinguish between PFP and PFOA in those over 
this age and juvenile knee conditions in those below the age (Dey et al., 2016). 
Another key strength of this study was that it was sufficiently powered, as the total 
number recruited surpassed the minimum needed sample size calculation by 331 
participants. This meant that the prevalence of PFP was able to be recalculated with 
a revised estimate of precision of +/- 2.4%. Within the literature, this may be seen 
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as unethical in study designs where they may be an intervention and/or a lot of 
resources utilised per an individual, however, in the case of the current population-
based survey, there were no interventions, and costs per an individual were very 
minimal, therefore, there were positive implications for surpassing the minimum 
sample size initially calculated (Rothman et al., 2008). 
 
The present study should be interpreted with the following limitations in mind. The 
study design utilised a self-report measure to determine the prevalence of PFP. The 
SNAPPS tool is not an objective measure or diagnostic test of PFP and may induce 
recall bias. However, this tool has been previously validated in a clinical and general 
population setting (Dey et al., 2016). For pragmatic reasons, this study utilised a 
non-probability sampling which meant that individuals were not randomly sampled. 
No information on individuals was available to determine sampling framework 
whereby individuals could be randomly selected. In addition to this, the study was 
an opportunistic one whereby those attending the mass-participant events were 
conveniently enrolled. To add to this, the number of individuals approached to take 
part was not collected. This would have been useful for evaluating the refusal rate 
and potential bias due to response rate. Another limitation within this study is that, 
due to the opportunistic nature, it was not done on a general population, and 
therefore results cannot be generalised widely. 
 
4.6.8 Future research 
 
As the current study is cross-sectional, by nature, it was not designed to determine 
the causal relationship of these factors and PFP status. For example, as previously 
mentioned in section 4.7.5, in the relationship between participation and PFP status, 
there is a potential for reverse causality as PFP status can partly determine who is 
a spectator and who is a runner. For establishing the predictive nature of these 
factors, a cohort study that compares the incidence of PFP between exposure 
groups within this population needs to be conducted. A longitudinal study design 
controls for the temporal relationship of exposure and outcome, and as such, 
controls for reverse causality bias (Rothman et al., 2008). Another more fruitful 
exploration could be that the prevalence of PFP could be investigated in relationship 
to demographic factors such as ethnicities and socioeconomic status. As previously 
reported within a Malay study, knee pain can vary across different ethnicities (Chia 
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et al., 2016), and similarly, it can also vary across different socioeconomic 




The current study accomplished the objectives it initially set out to achieve. Firstly, 
it determined the robustness of the eSNAPPS by successfully collecting population-
based PFP data face-to-face, with a response level that is comparable to a survey 
that has been delivered over the internet with a large population reach. Furthermore, 
from the largest study in the UK and second largest in the world, the prevalence of 
PFP of those within the community attending mass-participant events was 17.4%. 
Additional findings show that more spectators presented with PFP than runners 
(19.3% vs 16.4%), when standardised for age-sex, this difference was attenuated. 
 
Those who presented specifically with PFP and other knee problems were just as 
likely to have previously visited the doctors about their knee problem. These findings 
are important as they highlight the care-seeking behaviour of those with PFP is 
similar to that of individuals with ‘other knee problems’, further iterating the need for 
a full assessment of the individual and healthcare system burden associated with 
PFP. 
 
The present chapter has highlighted that it is feasible to collect population-based 
data using eSNAPPS, and that the adaptation of the SNAPPS questionnaire into 
digital format has fruitful implication on the quality of data whilst also minimising the 
logistical demand surrounding data management. This chapter has also determined 
the epidemiology of PFP within individuals attending mass-participation running 
events, showing that the condition exist within this population, however, not to the 
same extent as previously reported within the literature. In the next chapter, key 
findings was discussed, also the limitations and implications of the current thesis 




Chapter 5: Summary 
 
5.1 Key findings  
 
Despite being regarded as a common knee condition, the prevalence and incidence 
of PFP have not been adequately evaluated, this is an issue that has been was 
highlighted by Callaghan and Selfe (2007) over a decade ago and yet the situation 
has hardly changed. As one of the reasons for the lack of prevalence data for PFP 
was the paucity of measuring instruments to identify those with PFP from those 
without PFP in the general population, Dey et al., (2016) developed a dminatory 
self-report questionnaire with the primary objective of establishing the prevalence of 
PFP within this group. 
 
To adapt the SNAPPS questionnaire for large-scale population studies, this project 
sought to develop, validate and utilise a digital version of the SNAPPS. Since the 
inception of the development of the original SNAPPS, there has been a new 
emerging population, individuals who have grown up in the digital age. These 
individuals are within the age range that the SNAPPS tool is targeted towards, 
therefore, digitally adapting the questionnaire meant that it remains relevant and fit 
for purpose in this population. 
 
Initially, to assess whether it was feasible and methodologically wise to digitally 
adapt the SNAPPS questionnaire, a systematic review and a meta-analysis 
evaluating the differences between studies utilising digital and paper-based 
epidemiological surveys in terms of response rate and overall completeness was 
conducted (Chapter 2). The review found, perhaps counter intuitively, that paper-
based surveys to have a higher response rate than digital surveys. Though, it was 
not possible to definitively conclude anything from this as the reviewed studies were 
clinically and methodologically heterogenous. As such findings were narratively and 
graphically assessed. Conversely, paper-based surveys appear to have a higher 
proportion of missing data than digital-based surveys; despite few studies reporting 
this outcome, findings are in line with the current body of literature. These findings 
were inconclusive as the reviewed studies were clinically and methodologically 
heterogenous. Nevertheless, digital surveys have several benefits that make them 
an attractive alternative to paper-based surveys, such as lower costs per a survey 
response, ease of data collection, and automation of data digitisation and results in 
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coding (Ebert et al., 2018) – this is covered in the section below. Based on these 
findings, a pragmatic and practical approach was taken, the SNAPPS questionnaire 
was electronically adapted. 
 
In Chapter 3, eSNAPPS was developed and validated against the paper SNAPPS. 
Within this chapter, results showed that the performance of eSNAPPS was equal to 
the paper SNAPPS and was valid in identifying those with PFP. This chapter 
informed the final stage of the current thesis, based on the finding, as the decision 
was made to utilise the eSNAPPS face-to-face in a large population-based setting.  
 
In the subsequent Chapter, eSNAPPS was utilised to evaluate the prevalence of 
PFP in individuals from the community who attended three mass-participation 
events in the UK (chapter 3). The initial part of this study explored whether it was 
feasible to utilise eSNAPPS face-to-face in a population-based setting and handle 
a large number of users at any given time. Results show that it was possible to 
utilise eSNAPPS in a population-based setting. Subsequently, a cross-sectional 
study was conducted. There were over 1,080 responses collected over a fourteen-
hour period, with no missing data within the returned surveys. This was the largest 
study on PFP prevalence in the UK, and after Xu et al. (2018) it is the second biggest 
worldwide. Results from this study identified that 17.4% of those attending mass-
participation events aged 18-40 have PFP. Other key findings were that, 
counterintuitive to the literature, more males as well as spectators presented with 
PFP than females and runners. In addition, those who presented specifically with 
PFP and other knee problems were more likely to have previously visited the doctors 
about their knee problems than healthy individuals. These findings are important as 
they highlight the prevalence of PFP within the community as well highlight that the 
care-seeking behaviour of those with PFP is similar to those with ‘other knee 
problems’, further emphasising the need for a full assessment of the individual and 




In chapter 2, studies evaluated for the systematic review were of low quality and 
substantially heterogeneous to make any conclusive suggestions on the response 
rate difference between digital and paper-based epidemiological surveys. Due to 
diversity in methodology, study outcomes and population of study, this was not a 
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surprise (Blumenberg and Barros, 2018). Within chapter 3, during the validation of 
eSNAPPS, there was a week-long interval between the conduct of eSNAPPS and 
the paper SNAPPS. Methodologically, this was more than sufficient time to control 
for recall bias, the possibility exists that the respondents’ symptoms may have 
changed in this period, as PFP is associated with subtle daily variations in pain 
(Crossley et al., 2004). However, despite this one-week period, eSNAPPS had a 
substantial agreement with the paper SNAPPS. In Chapter 3, BMI, activity levels 
and running experience were not collected. Reporting these variables could have 
aided in understanding the population better, aid in evaluating the relationship 
between BMI and PFP status and determine the impact of running experience and 
activity level on PFP status. In the SNAPPS survey, it would have been helpful to 
have additional answers for the visit to doctors’ question, this would have been 
helpful in determining the type of health professionals’ individuals have seen 
regarding their knee problems, minimising the potential for underreporting. In 
addition to this, within Chapter 4, the number of individuals approached to take part 
in the cross-sectional survey presented in Chapter 4 was not collected. This would 
have been a useful piece of information for evaluating the refusal rate and bias due 
to response rate. Researchers could keep count of the number of times individuals 
refused to participate, this could then be added to the total number of responses so 
that the number of individuals approached to take part in the survey could be 
determined. 
 
5.3 Conclusion and implications 
 
This project developed, validated and utilised a digital screening tool that identified 
individuals with PFP within the community. Doing so, the project utilised a digital 
survey to collect data face-to-face. This meant that the financial and logistical 
benefits of digital surveys were utilised by converting the SNAPPS questionnaire to 
an electronic format, further, the potential threats surrounding recruitment and 
sampling was mitigated by delivering the survey face-to-face. Utilising these 
methods has led to the production of a high-quality epidemiological survey with 
minimal logistical demand surrounding data entry and data management, and that 
is the largest in the UK and second largest in the world, answering vital questions 
surrounding the prevalence PFP within the community. These findings contribute to 
the formation of a baseline for the prevalence of PFP within this group in the UK; 
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where overall from 1080 responses 28% (n=303) of participants reported Knee pain 
and 17% (n=188) specifically reported PFP. 
 
This thesis answers some vital questions surrounding the methodological approach 
to digital epidemiological surveys. It has highlighted that often the decision for 
selecting the ‘ideal’ survey mode for data collection, involves more than just looking 
at indicators such as response rate difference and that the decision is context-
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TITLE   
Title  1 Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both.  22 
ABSTRACT   
Structured summary  2 Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background; objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria, 
participants, and interventions; study appraisal and synthesis methods; results; limitations; conclusions and 
implications of key findings; systematic review registration number.  
NA 
INTRODUCTION   
Rationale  3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.  17-20 
Objectives  4 Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to participants, interventions, comparisons, 
outcomes, and study design (PICOS).  
21 
METHODS   
Protocol and registration  5 Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web address), and, if available, provide 
registration information including registration number.  
23 
Eligibility criteria  6 Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report characteristics (e.g., years considered, 
language, publication status) used as criteria for eligibility, giving rationale.  
22 
Information sources  7 Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, contact with study authors to identify 
additional studies) in the search and date last searched.  
24 




Study selection  9 State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in systematic review, and, if applicable, 
included in the meta-analysis).  
25 
Data collection process  10 Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, independently, in duplicate) and any processes 
for obtaining and confirming data from investigators.  
26 
Data items  11 List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding sources) and any assumptions and 




Risk of bias in individual 
studies  
12 Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies (including specification of whether this was done 
at the study or outcome level), and how this information is to be used in any data synthesis.  
26 
Summary measures  13 State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means).  25 
Synthesis of results  14 Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if done, including measures of consistency 
(e.g., I2) for each meta-analysis.  
26 
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  Search terms 





6 Electronic Mail [MeSH Terms] 
7 smartphone [MeSH Terms] 
















24 "response rate" 
25 "response rates" 
26 “completion rate" 
27 “completion rates" 
28 "return rate" 




33 " mixed-modes” 
34 “survey method" 
35 “survey methods" 
36 “survey mode” 
37 “survey modes” 
38 “survey design” 
39 “survey designs” 
40 “mode preference” 
41 “mode preferences” 
42 “response mode” 
43 “response modes” 
44 “Capture method” 
45 “Capture methods” 
47 or/32-45 
48 (4 and 22 and 30 and 47) 
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Web of Science     
 
Setting: English lang, Article docs 
Citation index - SCI-EXPANDED, ESCI 
 
1 - TS= ((Questionnaire) OR (Survey) OR (“data collection”) OR (“data capture”) OR 
(“self-assessment”) OR (“self-report”)) 
 
2 - TS= ((“Mobile phone”) OR (Internet) OR (Web) OR (Electronic) OR (*mail) OR 
(text*) OR (Postal) OR (Paper) OR (Digital) OR (“paper-based”) OR (“web-based”) OR 
(“*and-paper”) OR (“paper-and*”) OR (online)) 
 
3 – TS= ((“Response rate*”) OR (“Completion rate*”) OR (“Return rate*”)) 
 
4 - TS= ((“mixed-mode*”) OR (“survey method*”) OR (“survey mode*”) OR (“survey 
design*”) OR (“mode preference”) OR (“response mode”) OR (“Capture method”)) 
 
1 AND 2 AND 3 AND 4  
 
 
CINHAL & PsycInfo 
 
Options: Research article, English languageP 
 
S1 – Questionnaire* OR Survey* OR “data collection” OR “data capture” OR “self-
assessment” OR “self-report” 
 
S2 - “Mobile phone*” OR Internet OR Web* OR Electronic OR *mail OR text* OR Postal 
OR Paper OR Digital OR "paper-based" OR "web-based" OR “*and-paper” OR "paper-
and*" OR “online” 
 
S3 – “Response rate*” OR “Return rate*” OR “Completion rate*” 
 
S4 – “mixed-mode*” OR "survey method*" OR “survey mode*” OR “survey design*” OR 
“mode preference” OR “response mode” OR “Capture method” 
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Response rate (%) 
Missing data 
(%) 
Kongsved (2007) Cross-sectional Breast Cancer No No Yes 
276 Post Paper 
Overall - 76.5 
 
By category of referral 
for mammogram 
Acute - 74.6 
Subacute – 76.5 




257 Post Web 
Overall - 64.2 
 
By category of referral 
for mammogram 
Acute – 49.6 
Subacute – 67.9 
Nonacute – 84.0 
 
2.2 





Overall - 57.7 
 
By Age 
40-49 years:  33.0 
50 – 59 years: 29.4 
60 – 69 years: 30.2 








Overall - 31.1 
 
By Age 
40-49 years:  40.7 
50 – 59 years: 35.3 
60 – 69 years: 12.4 





Sinclair (2012) Cross-sectional Greywater use Yes Yes Yes 
9500 Post Paper 
Overall - 9.2 
 
No breakdown of 




17000 Post Web 
Overall - 2.8 
 
No breakdown of 




McCabe (2004) Cross-sectional Drug use Yes Yes Yes 
3500 Post Paper 
Overall - 40.0 
 
By race 
White – 67.9 
Asian – 12.0 
Black – 5.0 
Hispanic – 3.6 
Other – 11.5 
 
By Class years (age) 
14-15 years old: 17.9 
15-16 years old: 23.7 
16-17 years old: 25.0 
17-18 years old: 32.9  
 
NA 
3500 E-mail Web 













14-15 years old: 17.2 
15-16 years old: 23.8 
16-17 years old: 27.5 
17-18 years old: 31.4 
 
Palmen (2015) Cross-sectional Hallux valgus Yes No Yes 
24 Post Paper 
Overall - 88.0 
 
No breakdown of 




24 E-mail Web 
Overall - 33.3 
 
No breakdown of 




Bojcic (2014) Cross-sectional ACL No No Yes 
1486 Post Paper 







< 19 years: 29.9 
19-29 years: 18.5 
30-9 years: 15.8 
40-49 years: 26.4 




1486 E-mail Web 










< 19 years: 24.4 
19-29 years: 31.9 
30-9 years: 39.6 
40-49 years: 40.8 
> 50 years: 54.5 
 
Hagan (2017) Cross-sectional Breast Cancer No Yes Yes 
175 Post Paper 









207 E-mail Web 









Fekete (2015) Cohort 
Spinal Cord 
Injury 
Yes Yes Yes 1922 
Post Paper 
Overall - 66.8 
 
No breakdown of 






Overall - 22.7 
 

















6000 E-mail Web 









Cross-sectional Hand Surgery Yes No No 
323 Post Paper 







< 40: 29 
40 – 65: 47 




323 E-mail Web 







< 40: 25 
40 – 65: 39 




McCabe (2005) Cross-sectional 
Alcohol and 
Tobacco 



































Callas (2010) Cohort Smoking No Yes No 
438 Post Paper 
Overall - 92.0 
 
No breakdown of 





259 Post Web 
Overall - 92.0 
 
No breakdown of 












36 Post Paper 
Overall – 84.0 
 
No breakdown of 




37 E-mail Web 
Overall – 81.0 
 
No breakdown of 








789 Post Paper 













787 Post Web 






















Overall – 88.3 
 
No breakdown of 










Overall – 79.8 
 
No breakdown of 

















































































Andersson (2002) Cross-sectional 
Hypersensitivity 
to Sound 






















































No breakdown of 









Overall – 73.1 
 
No breakdown of 
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SNAPPS- Survey instrument for Natural history, Aetiology 




Q1.1 Are you aged over 18?   Yes No 
Q1.2   Are you aged under 40? Yes No 
Q1.3   How old are you?  Years 
If you are aged 18-40, please continue to Q2. 
 
Q2 Have you ever been to a doctor because of knee problems? (Please 
place a cross in one box only).    Yes   No 
 
Q3 Have you had pain or problems in the last year in or around the knee? 
(Please place a cross in one box only). 
       Yes   No       
If you have answered yes to Q3, please continue to Q4. 
If you answered no to Q3, please go to... 
 
Q4 In which knee have you had pain or problems? (Please place a cross in 
one box only) 
   Left knee only 
   Right knee only 






Q5 Have you had surgery to your knee? (Including arthroscopy, keyhole 
surgery, camera in your knee) (Please place a cross in one box only) 
   No 
   Yes, Left knee only 
   Yes, Right knee only 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q6 Have you ever had a knee cap that has gone out of joint (dislocated)?
 (Please place a cross in one box only) 
   No 
   Yes, Left knee only 
   Yes, Right knee only  
   Yes, Both knees  
 
Q7 Since starting with your knee problem, does your knee ever swell up? 
(Please place a cross in one box only) 
   No 
   Yes, Left knee only 
   Yes, Right knee only 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q8 Have you had pain and discomfort for more than one month? (Please 
place a cross in one box only) 
   No 
   Yes, Left knee only 
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   Yes, Right knee only 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9a Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or 
difficulty with sitting for a long time? (Please place a cross in one box only)  
   No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 




Q9b Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or 
difficulty with going up stairs? (Please place a cross in one box only)  
   No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9c Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with going downstairs? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
Q9d Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 




   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9e Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with standing for long periods? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9f Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with walking on a level surface? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
.    No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9g Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with getting up out of a chair? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 




Q9h Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with kneeling? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
 
Q9i Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with walking on uneven surfaces? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
 
Q9j Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with walking down slopes? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
 
Q9k Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with walking up slopes? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
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Q9l Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with hopping? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9m Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with jumping? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 
   Yes, Both knees 
 
Q9n Because of your knee problems would you suffer from pain or difficulty 
with running? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
No 
   Yes, Left knee 
   Yes, Right knee 




We are now going to ask you some questions about each knee.   
Starting with your right knee.   
 
Q10a Thinking about your right knee, what do you consider is your main 
problem with your knee? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
                
   Pain or discomfort 
              Locking 
               Giving way or feeling like it will give way 
   No problem in this knee 
 
 Q10b Thinking about your right knee, did your current knee problem come 
on 
(Please place a cross in one box only) 
                         
Because of a sudden injury e.g. twist, fall or accident that 
you needed to see a doctor about 
Gradually over a period of time 
Neither gradually nor because of a sudden injury  
Not sure, can’t remember      








Now we are going to ask you some questions about your left knee. 
 
Q11a Thinking about your left knee, what do you consider your main 
problem with your knee? (Please place a cross in one box only) 
                
   Pain or discomfort 
              Locking 
               Giving way or feeling like it will give way 
   No problem in this knee 
 
 
Q11b Thinking about your left knee, did your current knee problem come on 
(Please place a cross in one box only) 
    
Because of a sudden injury e.g. twist, fall or accident that 
you needed to see a doctor about 
Gradually over a period of time 
Neither gradually nor because of a sudden injury  
Not sure, can’t remember 







     
Q 12 Please take a moment to think about where you get your knee pain.  
        
We would like you to imagine that this is a picture of your knees.  
Please use small crosses to mark where you feel your knee pain on this 
Diagram.  You can use several crosses if needed. 
 
If you feel pain in the back of your right knee, tick here  
If you feel pain in the back of your left knee, tick here  
 
Q13 Considering both your knees which would you say is the knee that gives 
you most problems? 
   Always right 
Usually right            
   Right and left equally 
   Usually left 
   Always left 
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SNAPPS Questionnaire V5.2 
 
 
This survey is for gathering information on kneecap pain in the population of people aged 
between 18 to 40 years old. This information is collected for the purpose of a research project 
only and will not be shared with a third party. If you are happy for us to use your anonymous data 






































A schematic representation of the current sequence, routing and relationships 
between survey pages. 
For example, page 3 asks for the respondents age, if their age is outside the age 
range that the survey was designed for (18-40 years), then the respondents are 
directed to the end of the survey. Similarly, with page 4, respondents are asked 
whether they have had knee pain/problems in the last year, if they answered no to 































































An example of the question prompt mechanism embedded within digital SNAPPS. 
Here the respondent tried move on to the questions in the next page without 
answering the questions on sex and age. The survey did not allow for this, and as 


















































































Initial contact with Cancer Research UK 
 
The SNAPPS data collection activity was embedded within a public engagement 
opportunity at two high profile Cancer Research UK mass participation events (Race 
for life). The opportunity came about when one of the academic supervisors had a 
meeting with the project manager of Cancer Research UK, subsequently proposing 
the idea of collecting data on knee health at some of their events. Cancer Research 
UK were happy with the idea, so long as there was a public engagement activity 
that promoted healthy lifestyles and appropriate physical activity and nutrition that 




Once it was determined that data could be collected at the Cancer Research UK’ 
“Race for life” events, the Masters’ student and the supervisor initiated an inter-
faculty collaboration with a group called Unit-X. This is a group formed of 
undergraduate students from Art and Design, their mission statements are to bring 
together students from different disciplines to work on live project briefs for a wide 
range of partner organisations working with academic staff. The purpose of this 
collaboration was to design and construct an 'eye-catching and memorable' space 
that enabled attendees at the “Race for Life” events to visit to engage with the 
researchers. While visiting this space, spectators and runners would have the 
opportunity to talk to professionals about various aspects of healthy running and 
nutrition and they would be approached to fill out the digital SNAPPS. Subsequent 
to the brief with Unit-X, a plan was conceived. Two students from Unit-X designed 
a proposal for the public engagement and the research student applied for a Nuffield 
grant to fund the project (£10k). 
 
Students from Unit-X put together a proposal, see Figures A1. They themed the 
project around creating a 'knee holiday resort', this was an inviting space that 
allowed spectators and runners to sit and relax during the event. Their plan was to 
set up deck chairs, bean bags, relaxing music etc., They also had the vision of 
having a photo booth with props, yoga classes and fun activities and games for 
children. They also created a slogan for the public engagement "your knees need 
you". However, the Nuffield funding did not materialise and as a result, the research 
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student applied for another grant of £4k (Faculty of Health, Psychology and Social 
Care Research Excellence award). Despite being successful with the new grant, 
there was not enough time or sufficient funding for Unit-X to fully execute their 
proposal, and therefore the 'knee holiday resort' plan did not go ahead but some 
elements were able to be retained. 
 
 
Figure A1: 'Knee holiday resort' – overall vision sketch 
Logistics of public engagement  
 
Despite not pursuing with the 'knee holiday resort' idea, the public engagement and 
data collection still went ahead. With the new grant, the research student project 
managed both the public engagement and data collection activity. The research 
student hired a marquee and printed out all the public engagement materials. 
Through Jobs4students scheme (https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/careers/students/jobs-
and-work-experience/jobs4students/), the Research student employed two pre-
registration physiotherapy students and two postgraduate nutrition students. J4S is 
a university paid scheme that enables students to work closely with members of 
staff. In addition to this, a research intern, members of staff from physiotherapy, 
nutrition, and sport and exercise science were enrolled to voluntarily assist with the 
data collection and public engagement. Researchers liaised and stayed in contact 






Figure A2: Whatsapp group  
 
Public engagement  
 
In order to raise awareness and increase public engagement, all researchers wore 
branded shirts with ‘Manchester Metropolitan University’, ‘Cancer Research UK’ and 
SNAPPS logo, that also had the Unit-X slogan that read ‘Your Knees need you!’ – 
see Figure 4.3. Spectators and participants did not only have the opportunity to take 
part in the actual data collection activity, but they also had the opportunity to find out 
about a variety of aspects of healthy running and sports nutrition. These contained 
flyers and handouts explaining how to prevent injury through appropriate exercise 
and how best to optimise nutrition for both training and recovery - see Figure A3 and 
A4. This was assumed to be of relevance to those attending and participating in 
these events. Flyers were designed by the physiotherapy and nutrition students and 
reviewed by members of staff before they were printed out. Additionally, there were 
university course promotional materials given out. These involved materials for 
some of the undergraduate, postgraduate courses offered by the faculty, this 
included physiotherapy, sports nutrition, sports medicine etc, academic staff were 






Figure A3: Physiotherapy flyer handed out by the researchers 
 
             Calf S e ch 





Image Source: POPSUGAR Photography, 201 : online 
    Ham i g S e ch 
     
Image Source: POPSUGAR Photography, 201 : online 
       Q ad ice  S e ch 
               
Image Source: POPSUGAR Photography,201 : online 
         Hip B idge 
    
 
Image Source:  exercise spotlight, 201 : online 
 
Hold for 1  seconds 
     Repeat 3 times 
Side Leg Rai e  
 
 
Image Source:  exercise spotlight, 201 : online 
 
3 sets of 10 repetitions 
Wall S a  
 
 
Image Source:  healthy-living , 2013: online 
 
H ld f    ec d  
 Repeat 3 times 
Calf Rai e  
 
Image Source:  runsmart , 2013: online 
  3 sets of 10 repetitions 
  H ld f  -  ec d  Re ea   ime  
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Proper running shoes can reduce the impact from the ground to 
the knees and promote proper leg alignment and balance during 
running. This may help to take pressure off the knee joint and re-
duce the risk of knee pain. 
 
Warm up 







Image Source: Total Foot Care, 201 : online 
Stretching  
Stretches that focus on the calf, hamstring and quadriceps muscles can take pressure off the knees and 






























































































































































































## ── Attaching packages ─────────────────────────
───────────────────────────────────────
───────── tidyverse 1.2.1 ── 
## ✔ ggplot2 3.1.0       ✔ purrr   0.2.5   
## ✔ tibble  2.0.1       ✔ dplyr   0.8.0.1 
## ✔ tidyr   0.8.2       ✔ stringr 1.3.1   
## ✔ readr   1.3.1       ✔ forcats 0.3.0 
## ── Conflicts ──────────────────────────────
───────────────────────────────────────
─────── tidyverse_conflicts() ── 
## ✖ dplyr::filter() masks stats::filter() 
## ✖ dplyr::lag()    masks stats::lag() 
library(readxl) 
library(irr) 
## Loading required package: lpSolve 
library(psych) 
##  
## Attaching package: 'psych' 
## The following objects are masked from 'package:ggplot2': 
##  





## Attaching package: 'magrittr' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:purrr': 
##  
##     set_names 
## The following object is masked from 'package:tidyr': 
##  
##     extract 
# import data  
 
snapps_val <- read_excel("snapps_validation_online&paper v3.xlsx",  
    na = "999") 
 
snapps_val_kp <- read_excel("snapps_validation_online&paper v3.xlsx",  
    sheet = "Kneepain", na = "999") 
 
# turn categorical variables in to factrs  
cols <- c("M", "O", "A","PN", "Q2", "Q3", "Q4", "Q5", "Q6","Q7", "Q8", "
Q9a", "Q9b","Q9c", "Q9d", "Q9e", "Q9f","Q9g", "Q9h", "Q9i", "Q9j","Q9k",
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 "Q9l", "Q9m", "Q9n","Q10a", "Q10b","Q11a","Q11b", "Q12R_L", "Q12R_M", "
Q12R_P", "Q12R_O","Q12L_L", "Q12L_M", "Q12L_P", "Q12L_O", "Q12a", "Q13") 
 
snapps_val[cols] <- lapply(snapps_val[cols], factor) 
 
Descriptive stats 
round(mean((snapps_val$Q1))) # mean age is 28 years  
## [1] 29 
round(sd(snapps_val$Q1)) # sD +/- 6 years 
## [1] 6 
# Sex  
summary(snapps_val$A) # female =  13 (39%), male = (20) 61% 
##  F  M  
## 26 40 
# knee pain  
 
summary(snapps_val$Q3) # 20 (56%) have knee pain, 13 (44%) don't have kn
ee pain 
##  1  2  
## 40 26 
# 2x2 table for pfp by gender 
y <- xtabs(~ A + Q3, snapps_val)  
 
# Sex 
f <- y[1,1]+y[1,2] # total male in the survey = 13 
m <- y[2,1]+y[2,2]  # total female in the survey = 20 
mp <- round(m/(m+f)*100) # male in percentage = 61% 
fp <- round(f/(m+f)*100) # female in percentage = 39% 
 
# PFP Prevelance 
t <- y[1,2]+y[2,2] # with pfp = 13 
nt <- y[1,1]+y[2,1] # wihtout pfp = 20 
 
tp <- round(t/(t+nt)*100) # percentage of those with pfp = 39% 
ntp <- round(nt/(t+nt)*100) # percentage of those with pfp  61% 
 
Overall agreement and agreement by survey section 
# Knee pain Status 
O_S1 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), S1) 
P_S1 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), S1) 
Y = data.frame(O_S1,P_S1) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="agreement") 
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : agreement  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
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##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(A,1) = 1 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##   F(32,NaN) = Inf , p = NaN  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   NaN < ICC < NaN 
# overall agreement 
O_Score <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Score) 
P_Score <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Score) 
Y = data.frame(O_Score,P_Score) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="agreement") 
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : agreement  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(A,1) = 0.994 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##  F(32,30.4) = 357 , p = 1.25e-31  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.988 < ICC < 0.997 
# overall agreement kp 
O_Score <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Score) 
P_Score <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Score) 
Y = data.frame(O_Score,P_Score) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="agreement") 
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : agreement  
##  
##    Subjects = 20  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(A,1) = 0.949 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##  F(19,17.6) = 41.9 , p = 5.65e-11  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.873 < ICC < 0.98 
# section 2 agreement  
O_S2 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), S2) 
P_S2 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), S2) 
Y = data.frame(O_S2,P_S2) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  




##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 0.998 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(32,32) = 1023 , p = 2.04e-40  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.996 < ICC < 0.999 
# section 2 agreement (kp) 
O_S2 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), S2) 
P_S2 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), S2) 
Y = data.frame(O_S2,P_S2) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 20  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 0.96 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(19,19) = 49.4 , p = 2.72e-12  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.903 < ICC < 0.984 
# section 4 agreement  
O_S4 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), S4) 
P_S4 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), S4) 
Y = data.frame(O_S4,P_S4) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 0.931 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(32,32) = 28 , p = 7.21e-16  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.865 < ICC < 0.965 
# section 4 agreement (kp) 
O_S4 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), S4) 
P_S4 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), S4) 
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Y = data.frame(O_S4,P_S4) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 20  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 0.919 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(19,19) = 23.7 , p = 2.01e-09  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.807 < ICC < 0.967 
 
Inter-item agreement 
# Q1 agreement  
O_Q1 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q1) 
P_Q1 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q1) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q1,P_Q1) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 1 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(32,32) = Inf , p = 0  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   NaN < ICC < NaN 
# Q1 agreement kp 
O_Q1 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q1) 
P_Q1 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q1) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q1,P_Q1) 
icc(Y, model="twoway", type="consistency")  
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: twoway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 20  
##      Raters = 2  
##    ICC(C,1) = 1 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  




##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   NaN < ICC < NaN 
# Q2 agreement  
O_Q2 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q2) 
P_Q2 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q2) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q2,P_Q2) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa   0.7     0.87     1 
## weighted kappa     0.7     0.87     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q2 agreement kp 
O_Q2 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q2) 
P_Q2 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q2) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q2,P_Q2) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.55      0.8     1 
## weighted kappa    0.55      0.8     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q3 agreement  
O_Q3 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q3) 
P_Q3 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q3) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q3,P_Q3) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
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##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q3 agreement kp 
O_Q3 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q3) 
P_Q3 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q3) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q3,P_Q3) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Your data seem to have no variance and in complete agreement across r
aters.  Check your data. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa    NA       NA    NA 
## weighted kappa     NaN      NaN   NaN 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q4 agreement  
O_Q4 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q4) 
P_Q4 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q4) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q4,P_Q4) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.80     0.92  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.92     0.94  0.96 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q4 agreement kp 
O_Q4 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q4) 
P_Q4 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q4) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q4,P_Q4) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 




## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.65     0.85     1 
## weighted kappa    0.50     0.80     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q5 agreement  
O_Q5 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q5) 
P_Q5 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q5) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q5,P_Q5) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.82     0.94  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q5 agreement kp 
O_Q5 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q5) 
P_Q5 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q5) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q5,P_Q5) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                     lower estimate   upper 
## unweighted kappa -4.0e-07        0 4.0e-07 
## weighted kappa   -3.8e-07        0 3.8e-07 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q6 agreement  
O_Q6 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q6) 
P_Q6 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q6) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q6,P_Q6) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels




## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q6 agreement kp 
O_Q6 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q6) 
P_Q6 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q6) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q6,P_Q6) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q7 agreement  
O_Q7 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q7) 
P_Q7 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q7) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q7,P_Q7) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q7 agreement kp 
O_Q7 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q7) 
P_Q7 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q7) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q7,P_Q7) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
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# Q8 agreement  
O_Q8 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q8) 
P_Q8 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q8) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q8,P_Q8) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.88     0.96  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q8 agreement kp 
O_Q8 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q8) 
P_Q8 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q8) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q8,P_Q8) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.79     0.93  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.92     0.92  0.92 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9a agreement  
O_Q9a <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9a) 
P_Q9a<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9a,P_Q9a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
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e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.87     0.96  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.96     0.96  0.96 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9a agreement kp 
O_Q9a <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9a) 
P_Q9a<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9a,P_Q9a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.74     0.91  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.82     0.82  0.82 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9b agreement  
O_Q9b <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9b) 
P_Q9b<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9b) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9b,P_Q9b) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.67     0.82  0.98 
## weighted kappa    0.91     0.91  0.91 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q9b agreement kp  
O_Q9b <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9b) 
P_Q9b<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9b) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9b,P_Q9b) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.38     0.67  0.95 
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## weighted kappa    0.38     0.64  0.89 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q9c agreement  
O_Q9c <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9c) 
P_Q9c<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9c) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9c,P_Q9c) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.81     0.92  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9c agreement kp  
O_Q9c <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9c) 
P_Q9c<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9c) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9c,P_Q9c) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.66     0.85  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.89     0.89  0.89 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9d agreement  
O_Q9d <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9d) 
P_Q9d<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9d) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9d,P_Q9d) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
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##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.69     0.84  0.98 
## weighted kappa    0.89     0.89  0.89 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9d agreement kp 
O_Q9d <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9d) 
P_Q9d<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9d) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9d,P_Q9d) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.48     0.72  0.97 
## weighted kappa    0.21     0.60  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9e agreement  
O_Q9e <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9e) 
P_Q9e<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9e) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9e,P_Q9e) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.87     0.95  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9e agreement kp  
O_Q9e <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9e) 
P_Q9e<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9e) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9e,P_Q9e) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels




## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.70      0.9  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.75      0.8  0.85 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9f agreement  
O_Q9f <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9f) 
P_Q9f<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9f) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9f,P_Q9f) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.66     0.82  0.98 
## weighted kappa    0.88     0.88  0.88 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9f agreement kp  
O_Q9f <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9f) 
P_Q9f<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9f) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9f,P_Q9f) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.31     0.62  0.94 
## weighted kappa   -1.00     0.14  1.00 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9g agreement  
O_Q9g <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9g) 
P_Q9g<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9g) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9g,P_Q9g) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
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## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9g agreement kp  
O_Q9g <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9g) 
P_Q9g<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9g) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9g,P_Q9g) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9h agreement  
O_Q9h <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9h) 
P_Q9h<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9h) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9h, P_Q9h) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.75     0.88  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9h agreement kp 
O_Q9h <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9h) 
P_Q9h<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9h) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9h, P_Q9h) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
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e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.56     0.79  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.88     0.88  0.88 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9i agreement  
O_Q9i <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9i) 
P_Q9i<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9i) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9i,P_Q9i) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.79     0.91  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9i agreement kp  
O_Q9i <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9i) 
P_Q9i<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9i) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9i,P_Q9i) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.56     0.81  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.82     0.82  0.82 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9j agreement  
O_Q9j <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9j) 
P_Q9j<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9j) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9j,P_Q9j) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels




## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q9j agreement  
O_Q9j <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9j) 
P_Q9j<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9j) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9j,P_Q9j) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q9k agreement  
O_Q9k <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9k) 
P_Q9k<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9k) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9k,P_Q9k) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.86     0.95     1 
## weighted kappa    1.00     1.00     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9k agreement kp 
O_Q9k <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9k) 
P_Q9k<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9k) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9k,P_Q9k) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 




## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.68     0.89  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9l agreement  
O_Q9l <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9l) 
P_Q9l<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9l) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9l,P_Q9l) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.88     0.96  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9l agreement kp 
O_Q9l <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9l) 
P_Q9l<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9l) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9l,P_Q9l) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.77     0.92  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.89     0.89  0.89 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9m agreement  
O_Q9m <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9m) 
P_Q9m<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9m) 
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Y = data.frame(O_Q9m,P_Q9m) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.69     0.84  0.98 
## weighted kappa    0.89     0.89  0.89 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q9m agreement kp  
O_Q9m <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9m) 
P_Q9m<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9m) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9m,P_Q9m) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                   lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.462     0.71  0.97 
## weighted kappa   -0.015     0.50  1.00 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q9n agreement  
O_Q9n <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q9n) 
P_Q9n<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q9n) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9n,P_Q9n) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.75     0.88  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.96     0.96  0.96 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
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# Q9n agreement kp  
O_Q9n <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q9n) 
P_Q9n<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q9n) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q9n,P_Q9n) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.60     0.80     1 
## weighted kappa    0.71     0.88     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q10a agreement  
O_Q10a <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q10a) 
P_Q10a<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q10a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q10a,P_Q10a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.73     0.87  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.94     0.94  0.94 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q10a agreement kp  
O_Q10a <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q10a) 
P_Q10a<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q10a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q10a,P_Q10a) 
cohen.kappa(Y) 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.48     0.74  1.00 




##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q10b agreement  
O_Q10b <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q10b) 
P_Q10b<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q10b) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q10b,P_Q10b) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.88     0.96  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.93     0.93  0.93 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q10b agreement kp  
O_Q10b <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q10b) 
P_Q10b<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q10b) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q10b,P_Q10b) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.78     0.92  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.82     0.82  0.82 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q11a agreement  
O_Q11a <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q11a) 
P_Q11a<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q11a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q11a,P_Q11a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels




## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.80     0.91  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q11a agreement  
O_Q11a <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q11a) 
P_Q11a<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q11a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q11a,P_Q11a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.63     0.84  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.92     0.92  0.92 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q11b agreement  
O_Q11b <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q11b) 
P_Q11b<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q11b) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q11b,P_Q11b) 
cohen.kappa(Y) 
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.80     0.91  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 32 
# Q11b agreement kp  
O_Q11b <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q11b) 
P_Q11b<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q11b) 




## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.64     0.83  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.94     0.94  0.94 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 19 
# Q12 agreement  
O_Q12 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12) 
P_Q12<- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12,P_Q12) 
icc(Y) 
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: oneway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 33  
##      Raters = 2  
##      ICC(1) = 1 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(32,33) = 62476 , p = 5.1e-71  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   1 < ICC < 1 
# Q12 agreement kp 
O_Q12 <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12) 
P_Q12<- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12,P_Q12) 
icc(Y) 
##  Single Score Intraclass Correlation 
##  
##    Model: oneway  
##    Type : consistency  
##  
##    Subjects = 20  
##      Raters = 2  
##      ICC(1) = 0.886 
##  
##  F-Test, H0: r0 = 0 ; H1: r0 > 0  
##    F(19,20) = 16.5 , p = 2.41e-08  
##  
##  95%-Confidence Interval for ICC Population Values: 
##   0.738 < ICC < 0.953 
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# Q12R_L agreement  
O_Q12RL <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12R_L) 
P_Q12RL <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12R_L) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RL,P_Q12RL) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.69     0.85  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.95     0.95  0.95 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12R_L agreement kp  
O_Q12RL <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12R_L) 
P_Q12RL <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12R_L) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RL,P_Q12RL) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa 0.048      0.5  0.95 
## weighted kappa   0.048      0.5  0.95 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12R_M agreement  
O_Q12RM <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12R_M) 
P_Q12RM <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12R_M) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RM,P_Q12RM) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.83     0.94  1.00 




##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12R_M agreement  
O_Q12RM <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12R_M) 
P_Q12RM <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12R_M) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RM,P_Q12RM) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                   lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa 0.0056     0.64     1 
## weighted kappa   0.0056     0.64     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12R_P agreement  
O_Q12RP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12R_P) 
P_Q12RP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12R_P) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RP,P_Q12RP) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.77     0.90  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.96     0.96  0.96 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12R_P agreement kp 
O_Q12RP <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12R_P) 
P_Q12RP <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12R_P) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RP,P_Q12RP) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels




## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa   0.4     0.74     1 
## weighted kappa     0.4     0.74     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12R_O agreement  
O_Q12RO <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12R_O) 
P_Q12RO <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12R_O) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RO,P_Q12RO) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.70     0.86  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.95     0.95  0.95 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12R_O agreement  
O_Q12RO <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12R_O) 
P_Q12RO <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12R_O) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12RO,P_Q12RO) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.28     0.63  0.99 
## weighted kappa    0.28     0.63  0.99 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12L_L agreement  
O_Q12LL <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12L_L) 
P_Q12LL <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12L_L) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LL,P_Q12LL) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 




## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.76     0.89  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12L_L agreement  
O_Q12LL <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12L_L) 
P_Q12LL <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12L_L) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LL,P_Q12LL) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.15     0.62     1 
## weighted kappa    0.15     0.62     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12L_M agreement  
O_Q12LM <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12L_M) 
P_Q12LM <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12L_M) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LM,P_Q12LM) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.77     0.90  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.97     0.97  0.97 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12L_M agreement kp 
O_Q12LM <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12L_M) 
P_Q12LM <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12L_M) 
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Y = data.frame(O_Q12LM,P_Q12LM) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.31     0.69     1 
## weighted kappa    0.31     0.69     1 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
# Q12L_P agreement  
O_Q12LP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12L_P) 
P_Q12LP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12L_P) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LP,P_Q12LP) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.60     0.79  0.97 
## weighted kappa    0.93     0.93  0.93 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12L_P agreement kp 
O_Q12LP <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12L_P) 
P_Q12LP <- select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 2), Q12L_P) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LP,P_Q12LP) 
cohen.kappa(Y)   
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa -0.33     0.22  0.76 
## weighted kappa   -0.33     0.22  0.76 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 20 
select(filter(snapps_val_kp, M == 1), Q12L_P) 
## # A tibble: 20 x 1 
##    Q12L_P 
##     <dbl> 
##  1      0 
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##  2      0 
##  3      0 
##  4      0 
##  5      0 
##  6      0 
##  7      1 
##  8      0 
##  9      0 
## 10      1 
## 11      0 
## 12      0 
## 13      0 
## 14      0 
## 15      0 
## 16      1 
## 17      0 
## 18      0 
## 19      0 
## 20      0 
# Q12L_O agreement  
O_Q12LO <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12L_O) 
P_Q12LO <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12L_O) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12LO,P_Q12LO) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.77     0.90  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.96     0.96  0.96 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q12a agreement  
O_Q12a <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q12a) 
P_Q12a <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q12a) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q12a,P_Q12a) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Warning in cohen.kappa1(x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, level
s = 
## levels): upper or lower confidence interval exceed abs(1) and set to 
+/- 1. 
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
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## unweighted kappa  0.66     0.83  1.00 
## weighted kappa    0.68     0.68  0.68 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# Q13 agreement  
O_Q13 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), Q13) 
P_Q13 <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), Q13) 
Y = data.frame(O_Q13,P_Q13) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa  0.64     0.80  0.95 
## weighted kappa    0.98     0.98  0.98 
##  
##  Number of subjects = 33 
# PFP Status agreement  
O_PFP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 1), PFP) 
P_PFP <- select(filter(snapps_val, M == 2), PFP) 
Y = data.frame(O_PFP,P_PFP) 
cohen.kappa(Y)  
## Call: cohen.kappa1(x = x, w = w, n.obs = n.obs, alpha = alpha, levels
 = levels) 
##  
## Cohen Kappa and Weighted Kappa correlation coefficients and confidenc
e boundaries  
##                  lower estimate upper 
## unweighted kappa     1        1     1 
## weighted kappa       1        1     1 
##  
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